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The directors of Dominion Mining Limited submit the consolidated financial statements for the year ended 
30 June 2010 and the following report made out in accordance with a resolution of the directors. 
 
Directors 
 

The names and details of the directors of Dominion Mining Limited in office during the financial year and until 
the date of this report are as follows: 
 
The directors were in office for the entire period. 
 
Peter C Joseph, AM BCom, MBA - Non Executive Director 
 

Mr Joseph has been chairman of the board of directors since June 1980. His professional experience includes 
30 years as an investment banker. Mr Joseph is chairman of the St James Ethics Centre, the Black Dog 
Institute and was until May 2009 chairman of the GPT Group (General Property Trust). Other than being on the 
board of GPT Management Ltd (appointed in April 2003, retired May 2009) Mr Joseph is not currently and has 
not over the past three years been on the board of any other listed entity. 
 
Jonathan N Shellabear BSc (Hons) Geology, MBA – Managing Director and Chief Executive Officer 
 

Mr Shellabear who was appointed managing director on 1 February 2008 has extensive experience in the 
Australian and international mining industries, having held senior corporate roles with Portman Limited and in 
investment banking with NM Rothschild, Deutsche Bank and Resource Finance Corporation where he 
advised resource companies on a range of initiatives and transactions. Mr Shellabear is not currently and 
has not over the past three years been on the board of any other listed entity. 
 
Ross A Coyle BA, FCPA, FCIS – Executive Director, Chief Financial Officer and Company Secretary 
 

Mr Coyle a qualified accountant has been with the Dominion group for over 20 years and has over 25 years 
experience in finance and accounting within the resources industry. He was appointed to the board on 
30 April 1996 and was previously Dominion Mining Limited’s general manager, finance and administration. 
Mr Coyle is a director of Dominion Gold Operations Pty Ltd, the operator of the Challenger Gold Mine, and is 
a director of all of the other Dominion Mining Limited subsidiaries. Mr Coyle is not currently and has not over 
the past three years been on the board of any other listed entity. 
 
Peter Alexander Ass Appl Geol – Non-Executive Director 
 

Mr Alexander a geologist by profession was managing director and chief executive officer of Dominion 
Mining Limited until his retirement on 31 January 2008. He was appointed as a non executive director on 
1 February 2008. Mr Alexander is a director of Dominion Gold Operations Pty Ltd, the operator of the 
Challenger Gold Mine, and is a director of all of the other Dominion Mining Limited subsidiaries. Mr 
Alexander is not currently and has not over the past three years been on the board of any other listed entity. 
 
John Gaskell BSc (Hons) II (i) Geology - Non-Executive Director 
 

Mr Gaskell was appointed to the board in December 2004. He is a geologist by profession and has over 30 
years experience at the highest levels of management in the international minerals industry, including 
spending over 5 years as a corporate advisor to a major Australian investment group on resource 
opportunities. Mr Gaskell is also a director of Paradigm Metals Limited. Other than being on the board of 
Paradigm Metals Limited (a director since it was listed in November 2003) Mr Gaskell is not currently and has 
not over the past three years been on the board of any other listed entity. 
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Key Management Personnel - Interests in the Shares and Options and Performance Rights of the 
Company 
 

The number of shares, options and performance rights in the company held at the date of this report by each 
director of Dominion Mining Limited and each of the two executive officers of the consolidated entity, 
including their personally-related entities are set out below: 
 

 Number of 
Ordinary Shares 

Number of Options 
over Ordinary Shares 

Number of 
Performance Rights 

Specified Directors    
P C Joseph 9,485,727 - - 
J Gaskell 65,482 - - 
P Alexander 115,852 - - 
J N Shellabear 55,408 1,050,000 500,000 
R A Coyle 120,282 - - 

 
Specified Executives    
A Poustie 25,186 600,000 - 
P Bamford 257,285 600,000 - 

 
Directors’ Meetings 
 

As at the date of this report, Dominion Mining Limited has an audit committee, a remuneration committee, an 
occupational health and safety committee - (members of these committees are Mr J Gaskell – chairman, Mr 
P C Joseph and Mr P Alexander) and a nomination committee (members are Mr P C Joseph - chairman, Mr 
J Gaskell and Mr P Alexander). 
 
During the year, there were 12 directors’ meetings, 3 audit committee meetings, 2 remuneration committee 
meetings, 4 occupational health and safety committee meetings and no nomination committee meetings of 
Dominion Mining Limited held, in respect of which each director attended the following number: 
 

 Directors’ 
Meetings 

Audit Committee 
Meetings 

Remuneration 
Committee Meetings 

Occupational Health 
and Safety Meetings 

P C Joseph 12 3 2 4 
J N Shellabear 12 - - - 
P Alexander 12 3 2 4 
R A Coyle 12 - - - 
J Gaskell   12 3 2 4 
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Remuneration Report (Audited) 
 
This Remuneration Report outlines the director and executive remuneration arrangements of the company 
and the consolidated entity in accordance with the requirements of the Corporations Act 2001 and its 
Regulations. For the purposes of this report key management personnel are defined as those persons 
having authority and responsibility for planning, directing and controlling the major activities of the company 
and the consolidated entity, directly or indirectly, including any director (whether executive or otherwise) of 
the parent company, and includes the two executives in the parent and the consolidated entity receiving the 
highest remuneration. 
 
Details of Key Management Personnel 
 

Specified Directors  
  

Peter C Joseph Non-executive chairman 
Jonathan N Shellabear Managing director 
Ross A Coyle Finance director and company secretary 
Peter Alexander Non-executive director  
John Gaskell Non-executive director 
  

Specified Executives  
  

Tony Poustie General manager exploration 
Peter Bamford General manager operations 
 
There were no changes to key management personnel between the reporting date and the date the financial 
report was authorised for issue. 
 
Share Holdings of Key Management Personnel 
 

 Fully Paid Ordinary Shares 

2010 
Held at 

1 July 2009 

Received during the 
year on the exercise 

of options 
Other changes 
during the year 

Held at 
30 June 2010 

Specified Directors     
P C Joseph 9,485,727 - - 9,485,727 
J Gaskell 65,000 - 482 65,482 
P Alexander 365,000 - (249,148) 115,852 
R A Coyle 45,739 250,000 (175,457) 120,282 
J N Shellabear 55,000 - 408 55,408 
     
Specified Executives     
A Poustie 25,000 - 186 25,186 
P Bamford 257,285 - - 257,285 

 
All equity transactions with key management personnel, other than those arising from the exercise of 
remuneration options, have been entered into under terms and conditions no more favourable than those the 
group would have adopted if dealing at arm’s length. 
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Remuneration Report (Audited) (continued) 
 

There were no loans to key management personnel during the period and there were no transactions or 
balances with key management personnel other than those disclosed in this report. 
 
Remuneration Committee 
 

The remuneration committee of the board of directors is responsible for determining, reviewing and making 
recommendations to the board on compensation arrangements for the directors, the chief executive officer 
and the executive team. The remuneration committee assesses the appropriateness of the nature and 
amount of emoluments of such officers on a periodic basis by reference to relevant market conditions. The 
committee also engages external consultants specialising in remuneration of executives and personnel in the 
mining industry. 
 
Remuneration Philosophy 
 

The overall objective is the retention of a high quality board and executive team, to maximise value of the 
shareholders’ investment. 
 
Share options and performance rights may also be issued as an added inducement to executives to 
maximise their efforts in achieving the highest possible return for shareholders. Options are issued either at 
the prevailing market price at the time of issue or at a premium to the market price so that the future benefit 
received by the recipients of the options will be in line with the increase in value received by shareholders. 
Details regarding the issue of share options and performance rights are provided in this report. 
 
Non Executive Director Remuneration 
 

Fees and payments to non-executive directors reflect the demands made on, and the responsibilities of, the 
directors. Non-executive directors’ fees are determined within an aggregate directors’ fee pool limit of 
$350,000 approved by shareholders in 1990. Non-executive directors are entitled to a retirement benefit 
calculated on years of service and capped at three times the director’s annual fee after nine years of service. 
Non-executive director remuneration is reviewed annually with the review taking into consideration the 
performance of the company and fees paid to non-executive directors of comparable companies. 
 
The total fee which is paid to each non-executive director represents a base fee for being a director of the 
company plus an additional fee in recognition of the extra time commitment required for serving on board 
committees. 
 
Executive Remuneration 
 

Objective 
 

The aim is to reward executives with a level and mix of remuneration commensurate with their position that 
reflects the performance of the company, align the interests of executives with those of the shareholders and 
ensure total remuneration is competitive by market standards. 
 
Structure 
 

Share options and performance rights may be issued as an inducement to executives to maximise their 
efforts in achieving the highest possible return for shareholders. Options are issued either at the prevailing 
market price at the time of issue or at a premium to the market price so that the future benefit received by the 
recipients of the options will be in line with the increase in value received by shareholders. Details regarding 
the issue of share options and performance rights are provided in this report. 
 
The remuneration of executives, including the managing director, is generally reviewed annually with the 
review taking into consideration the contribution of the individual commensurate with the performance of the 
business unit they have responsibility for, the overall performance of the company and comparable 
employment market conditions. Though there are no set specific performance targets other than for the 
incumbent managing director the performance criteria may include technical, financial and corporate 
responsibilities including health and safety components. 
 
As appropriate, external remuneration consultants provide analysis and advice to ensure executive 
remuneration packages reflect relevant employment market conditions. Performance reviews were carried 
out in December 2009. The operating result for the past five years of the consolidated entity and earnings 
per share, which are indicators of the consolidated entity’s performance and shareholders wealth, are set out 
below. 
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Remuneration Report (Audited) (continued) 
 

 30 June 2006 30 June 2007 30 June 2008 30 June 2009 30 June 2010 
Operating Profit $8,995,000 $51,746,000 $33,378,000 $31,132,000 $2,774,000 
Earnings Per Share 9.11 cents 51.67 cents 32.73 cents 30.38 cents 2.69 cents 
Revenue From Gold Sales $67.879 million $80.732 million $95.076 million $109.943 million $96.817 million 
Dividend Per Share 4 cents 10 cents 12 cents 14 cents 6 cents 
Closing Share Price $1.18 $2.30 $3.35 $4.61 $2.73 
Cash and Bullion Sold $21.288 million $35.835 million $55.674 million $45.346 million $19.476 million 

 
Executives are given the opportunity to receive their emoluments in a variety of forms, including cash and 
fringe benefits, such as motor vehicles and expense payments. It is intended that the manner of payment 
chosen will be the most beneficial for the recipient without creating additional cost to the company. 
 
Other than for the incumbent managing director Jonathan Shellabear no component of the other executive’s 
salary is at risk as the company has not set specific performance targets which alter the executive 
remuneration. Whilst the company does not have a formal cash incentive or bonus scheme for the other 
executives, discretionary cash bonuses, retention bonuses and options may be issued from time to time, 
although not specifically aligned to performance targets. Payment of retention bonuses will only be made if 
the key management personnel is employed by the company at a predetermined date. Refer to the section 
employment contracts contained in this report (page 6). 
 
Remuneration for Jonathan Shellabear consists of the following key elements: 
 

• Fixed remuneration made up of base salary and superannuation (cash component) and non monetary 
benefits. 
 

• Variable remuneration: 
 

- Short term incentive (STI) 
 

- Long term incentive (LTI) 
 
The company policy is that no arrangements should be entered into to protect the value of unvested LTI’S. 
This policy will be monitored on an annual basis and if considered necessary will involve an independent 
audit. 
 
Variable Remuneration - Short Term Incentive (STI) 
 

Objective 
 

Short term incentives are designed to link the relative component of Jonathan Shellabear’s remuneration to 
the overall performance of the company. The total potential STI is set at a level to provide the incentive to 
achieve established targets. 
 
Structure 
 

STI’s will be based on a combination of internal and external targets with the targets consisting of a number 
of key performance indicators (KPI’s). These cover both financial (80%) and non financial (20%), including 
corporate and individual measures of performance. On an annual basis based on performance against KPI’s 
the remuneration committee will determine and recommend to the board the amount to be paid to Jonathan 
Shellabear. The STI can total 100% of his cash component of fixed remuneration. 
 
As a result of achieving targets as determined by the board an $85,000 cash bonus (20% of possible bonus 
that could be paid) was granted to Jonathan Shellabear following a remuneration committee 
recommendation on 16 December 2009 and paid as at 31 December 2009. 
 
Variable Remuneration - Long Term Incentive (LTI) 
 

Objective 
 

Long term incentives are designed to reward and incentivise Jonathan Shellabear dependent on the 
performance of the company aligned to the creation of shareholder wealth. 
 
Structure 
 

LTI’s were granted to Jonathan Shellabear during the 2008 financial year by way of share options and 
performance rights and approved at a meeting of shareholders held on 24 April 2008. 
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Remuneration Report (Audited) (continued) 
 
The 1,050,000 share options granted during 2008 will vest in three equal tranches over a 3 year period. The 
exercise price of tranche 1 is 10% above the weighted average price of the company’s shares on the ASX for 
the 5 trading day period immediately prior to the meeting held on 24 April 2008. The exercise price of tranche 
2 is 10% above the exercise price of tranche 1 and the exercise price of tranche 3 is 10% above the exercise 
price of tranche 2. 
 
Jonathan Shellabear will only derive a benefit from the issue of the share options if there is an increase in the 
price of the company’ shares. If he ceases employment for reasons other than retrenchment or because of 
death prior to the vesting of the share options, the share options are forfeited. 
 
The 500,000 performance rights were granted during 2008, and exercise of which are subject to the 
achievement of performance hurdles. The performance rights were granted for no consideration and may 
only be exercised if the performance hurdles are met. The maturity date of the performance rights is 
1 February 2011. Shares will be issued for nil consideration on exercise of performance rights. 
 
Performance Hurdles 
 

The company uses a relative total shareholder return (TSR) as the performance hurdle for the LTI plan 
measured against a group of selected peers (comparator group). The comparator group will comprise 
companies within the S&P/ASX Gold Index and selected by the board at the time it meets to consider the 
final entitlement. Relative TSR was selected as the LTI performance hurdle as it ensures an alignment 
between comparative shareholder return and reward for Jonathan Shellabear. 
 
Performance rights will become exercisable as at 1 February 2011 so long as the performance hurdles are 
satisfied by the company’s TSR over the period (24 April 2008-1 February 2011) exceeding a growth rate of 
5% per annum compounded and the ranking of the company is at or above the 50th percentile of the 
comparator group. At the 50th percentile Jonathan Shellabear will be entitled to 50% of the total shares 
available under the performance rights, increasing proportionately to 100% at the 75th percentile. 
 
Employment Contracts 
 

Remuneration and other terms of employment for the executive directors and the two executive officers are 
formalised in service agreements. These do not have a fixed term and do not have guaranteed salary 
increases. 
 
The agreements allow the company to terminate the employment with 12 months notice for Jonathan 
Shellabear, managing director and Ross Coyle, executive director or provide payment (based on annual 
salary package) in lieu of notice. In the case of redundancy both are entitled to 24 months payment of annual 
salary package and both may resign by giving six months notice. Ross Coyle is entitled to a retirement 
benefit equal to two years of salary. 
 

The agreements allow the company to terminate the employment with 12 months notice for both of the 
executive officers Tony Poustie and Peter Bamford or provide payment (based on annual salary package) in 
lieu of notice. In the case of redundancy both are entitled to 12 months payment of annual salary package 
and both may resign by giving three months notice. 
 
On termination the executive directors and executive officers are entitled to payment of accrued annual and 
long service leave. 
 
Ross Coyle, Tony Poustie and Peter Bamford were entitled to a retention bonus of 15-25% of annual salary 
as at 1 January 2009 and a further retention bonus of 20-30% of annual salary as at 1 January 2010. 
 
Remuneration of Key Management Personnel 
 

Details of the nature and amount of each element of the emoluments of each director of Dominion Mining 
Limited and each of the two executive officers of the company and the consolidated entity receiving the 
highest emoluments for the years ended 30 June 2010 and 30 June 2009 are set out in the following tables. 
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Remuneration Report (Audited) (continued) 
 

Directors of the consolidated entity 

Short Term Post Employment 

Share 
Based 

Payments 2010 

Cash Salaries 
and fees 

$ 
Other1 

$ 

Bonus 
Payments2 

$ 
Superannuation 

$ 

Retirement 
Benefit3 

$ 

Share Options/ 
Performance 

Rights4 
$ 

Total 
$ 

% 
Performance 

Related 
P C Joseph 102,560 - - 9,229 25,725 - 137,514 - 
J Gaskell 22,563 - - 50,100 28,138 - 100,801 - 
P Alexander  66,663 - - 6,000 25,465 - 98,128 - 
J N Shellabear 415,646 37,135 85,000 25,000 - 615,389 1,178,170 35% 
R A Coyle  280,442 23,429 38,525 50,000 10,884 - 403,280 0% 
TOTAL 887,874 60,564 123,525 140,329 90,212 615,389 1,917,893 17% 

 

¹ The estimated cost relating to the utilisation from time to time of company owned motor vehicle. 
2 Bonus payments relates to short term incentive of $85,000 paid to Jonathan Shellabear as at 31 December 2009 for achieving pre set 

targets established by the board and a payment to Ross Coyle of $38,525 consisting of a discretionary cash payment of $2,000 paid in 
December 2009 and a retention bonus of $36,525 paid in January 2010 as per his contract of employment. 

3 Retirement benefit relates to accruals for the year as non-executive directors are entitled to a retirement benefit calculated on years of 
service and capped at three times the director’s annual fee after nine years of service. Refer to Note 13 of the financial statements. Ross 
Coyle is entitled to a retirement benefit equal to two years of salary. 

4 Refers to 1,050,000 share options at $289,020 and 500,000 performance rights at $326,369 (52% of total remuneration) relating to the 
current years amortisation of the fair value at grant date determined under the binomial option pricing model for option valuation and Monte-
Carlo simulation model for performance rights valuation. Grant date for the options was 24 April 2008 and for the performance rights the 
vesting period as required by Australian Accounting Standard for the purpose of valuation commenced on 1 February 2008. 

Short Term Post Employment 

Share 
Based 

Payments 2009 

Cash Salaries 
and fees 

$ 
Other 

$ 

Bonus 
Payments7 

$ 
Superannuation 

$ 

Retirement 
Benefit¹ 

$ 

Share Options/ 
Performance 

Rights3 
$ 

Total 
$ 

% 
Performance 

Related 
P C Joseph 96,331 - - 8,669 15,000 - 120,000 - 
J Gaskell*  - - - 68,250 31,613 - 99,863 - 
P Alexander  46,215 - - 22,035 24,449 - 92,699 - 
J N Shellabear 350,161 37,1342 75,000 50,014 - 939,381 1,451,690 28% 
R A Coyle  206,701 89,8814 53,250 99,988 650,0005 6,3666 1,106,186 0% 
TOTAL 699,408 127,015 128,250 248,956 721,062 945,747 2,870,438 14% 

 

*John Gaskell elected to have the total of his director’s fees paid into his superannuation fund. 
¹ Retirement benefits of $15,000, $31,613 and $24,449 relates to accrual for the year as non-executive directors are entitled to a retirement 

benefit calculated on years of service and capped at three times the director’s annual fee after nine years of service. Refer to Note 13 of the 
financial statements. 

2 The estimated cost relating to the utilisation from time to time of company owned motor vehicle. 
3 For 1,050,000 share options at $613,012 and 500,000 performance rights at $326,369 (65% of total remuneration) relating to the current 

years amortisation of the fair value at grant date determined under the binomial option pricing model for option valuation and Monte-Carlo 
simulation model for performance rights valuation. Grant date for the options was 24 April 2008 and for the performance rights the vesting 
period as required by Australian Accounting Standard for the purpose of valuation commenced on 1 February 2008. 

4 The estimated cost relating to the utilisation from time to time of company owned motor vehicle ($25,756) and estimated accrued portion of 
retention bonus ($64,125). 

5 Relates to benefit payable on retirement in recognition of the years of service and contribution to the company as a full time employee 
including over 13 years as an executive director. 

6 Value of share options (1% of remuneration net of retirement benefit) relating to the current years amortisation of the fair value at grant date 
of 1 December 2005 determined under binomial option pricing model. 

7 Bonus payments relates to short term incentive of $75,000 paid to Jonathan Shellabear as at 31 December 2008 for achieving pre set 
targets established by the board and a payment to Ross Coyle of $53,250 consisting of a discretionary cash payment of $5,000 paid in 
December 2008, which was in recognition of the ongoing financial performance of the company and a retention bonus of $48,250 paid in 
January 2009 as per his contract of employment. 
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Remuneration Report (Audited) (continued) 
 

Executives of the consolidated entity 

Short Term 
Post 

Employment 

Share 
Based 

Payments 2010 
Cash 

Salaries 
$ 

Other 
$ 

Bonus 
Payments 

$ 
Superannuation 

$ 

Share 
Options 

$ 
Total 

$ 

% 
Performance 

Related 
A Poustie  193,692 39,399¹ 22,5003 50,000 162,6405 468,231 0% 
P Bamford  280,534 27,7892 24,3504 50,000 162,6406 545,313 0% 
TOTAL 474,226 67,188 46,850 100,000 325,280 1,013,544 0% 

 
¹ Salary sacrifice for purchase of motor vehicle under a novated lease ($26,478) and the estimated cost relating to the utilisation from 

time to time of company owned motor vehicle ($12,921). 
2 The estimated cost relating to the utilisation from time to time of company owned motor vehicle. 
3 Payment consisting of a discretionary cash payment of $2,000 paid in December 2009 and a retention bonus of $20,500 paid in 

January 2010 as per his contract of employment. 
4 Payment consisting of a discretionary cash payment of $3,000 paid in December 2009 and a retention bonus of $21,350 paid in 

January 2010 as per his contract of employment. 
5 The current years amortisation of the fair value at grant date of unlisted share options of $162,640 (35% of total remuneration) 

determined under binomial option pricing model. This consisted of, 330,000 options with grant date of 18 January 2008 (fair value 
$60,677) 120,000 options with grant date 4 June 2008 (fair value of $23,844) and 150,000 options with grant date 1 January 2009 
(fair value of $78,119). 

6 The current years amortisation of the fair value at grant date of unlisted share options of $162,640 (30% of total remuneration) 
determined under binomial option pricing model. This consisted of, 330,000 options with grant date of 18 January 2008 (fair value 
$60,677) 120,000 options with grant date 4 June 2008 (fair value of $23,844) and 150,000 options with grant date 1 January 2009 
(fair value of $78,119). 

 
 

2009 Short Term Post Employment 
Share Based 

Payments   
  

Cash Salaries 
$ 

 
Other 

$ 

Bonus 
Payments5 

$ 

 
Superannuation 

$ 

 
Share Options 

$ 

 
Total 

$ 

%  
Performance 

Related 

A Poustie  120,738 85,6811 27,500 100,000 326,6412 660,560 0% 
P Bamford  205,685 61,2973 36,250 100,000 326,6414 729,873 0% 
TOTAL 326,423 146,978 63,750 200,000 653,282 1,390,433 0% 
 
¹ Salary sacrifice for purchase of motor vehicle under a novated lease ($26,478), the estimated cost relating to the utilisation from time to 

time of company owned motor vehicle ($24,703) and estimated accrued portion of retention bonus ($34,500). 
2 Fair value at grant date of unlisted share options $326,641 (49% of total remuneration) determined under binomial option pricing model. 

This consisted of, 330,000 options with grant date of 18 January 2008 (fair value $186,877) 120,000 options with grant date 4 June 2008 
(fair value of $72,683) and 150,000 options with grant date 1 January 2009 (fair value of $67,081.). 

3 Estimated cost relating to the utilisation from time to time of company owned motor vehicle ($18,547) and estimated accrued portion of 
retention bonus ($42,750). 

4 Fair value at grant date of unlisted share options $326,641 (45% of total remuneration) determined under binomial option pricing model. 
This consisted of, 330,000 options with grant date of 18 January 2008 (fair value $186,877) 120,000 options with grant date 4 June 2008 
(fair value of $72,683) and 150,000 options with grant date 1 January 2009 (fair value of $67,081). 

5 Bonus payments were discretionary cash payments granted and paid in December 2008 and were in recognition of the ongoing financial 
performance of the company and retention bonuses paid in January 2009 as per employment contracts. 

 
Options and Performance Rights provided as remuneration 
 

When exercisable, each option and performance right is convertible into one ordinary share of Dominion Mining 
Limited. 
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Remuneration Report (Audited) (continued) 
 
Directors of the consolidated entity 
 

No director was granted options or performance rights during the 2010 financial year. 
 
1,050,000 options and 500,000 performance rights were granted to the managing director during the 2008 
financial year. The grant of the options and performance rights was approved at a meeting of shareholders held 
on 24 April 2008. 
 
June 2010 
 

Name Number of options on 
issue at year end  

Grant Date Fair value per option 
at grant date 

Exercise 
price  

Vesting date Expiry date 

       

J N Shellabear 350,000 24 April 2008 $1.27 $3.60 4 June 2009 5 June 2012 
J N Shellabear 350,000 24 April 2008 $1.22 $3.96 4 June 2010 5 June 2012 
J N Shellabear 350,000 24 April 2008 $1.16 $4.36 4 June 2011 5 June 2012 
 
The options comprise three equal tranches and were issued for nil consideration. One third will vest and be 
capable of being exercised on each anniversary of the issue date, until all the options have vested. The 
expiry date for the options is 4 years after the date of their issue. 
 
The exercise price of tranche 1 is 10% above the weighted average price of the company’s shares on the 
ASX for the 5 trading day period immediately prior to the meeting held on 24 April 2008. The exercise price 
of tranche 2 is 10% above the exercise price of tranche 1 and the exercise price of tranche 3 is 10% above 
the exercise price of tranche 2. Options were issued at this price so that the future benefit received by the 
recipients of the options will be in line with the increase in value received by shareholders. 
 
Performance Rights 
 

The 500,000 performance rights issued for nil consideration and subject to the achievement of the 
performance hurdles, are exercisable after 1 February 2011. Performance rights will lapse if the performance 
hurdles are not met. The fair value of the performance rights at grant date was $980,000 ($1.96 per 
performance right). 
 
The performance rights will become exercisable in tranches if the board resolves that the following 
performance hurdles are satisfied as at 1 February 2011 and provided that the company’s TSR grows in 
each year between grant of the performance rights and 1 February 2011 by more than five percent (5%) 
compounded each year. The base TSR approved by the board equates to $3.83 per share: 
 
(1) if the company’s TSR is equal to or exceeds the TSR of 50% or more of the comparator group, the 

holder will be entitled to exercise 250,000 performance rights; and 
 

(2) if the company’s TSR exceeds the TSR of more than 50% or more but less than 75% of the 
comparator group, the holder will be entitled to exercise 10,000 performance rights for every additional 
one percent (1%) of comparator group whose TSR is exceeded by the company; and 

 

(3) if the company’s TSR is equal to or exceeds the TSR of 75% or more of the comparator group, the 
holder will be entitled to exercise an additional 250,000 performance rights. 

 
Executives of the consolidated entity 
 

No executive was granted options during the 2010 financial year. 
 

During the 2009 financial year 150,000 options, were granted to each of the executives as disclosed below. 
The options were issued for nil consideration with the exercise price being the weighted average of the 
prices at which Dominion Mining Limited ordinary shares were traded on the Australian Stock Exchange 
(ASX) during the 5 day period prior to 1 January 2009. Options were not issued at a discount so that the 
future benefit received by the recipients of the options will be in line with the increase in value received by 
shareholders. This is consistent with the executive remuneration structure outlined on Page 4 of this report. 
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Remuneration Report (Audited) (continued) 
 

June 2009 
 

Name 

Number of 
options granted 
during the year Grant Date 

Fair value 
per option at 

grant date Exercise price Vesting date Expiry date 
A Poustie 150,000 1 January 2009 $0.97 $3.58 1 January 2010 1 January 2011 
P Bamford 150,000 1 January 2009 $0.97 $3.58 1 January 2010 1 January 2011 

 
 

Option holdings of key management personnel at balance date 
 

June 2010 
 

Key Management 
Personnel 

Held at 
1 July 2009 

Granted during 
the year as 

remuneration Exercised 
Held at 

30 June 2010 

Vested and 
exercisable at 
30 June 2010 

% 
of options 

vested 
Specified Directors       
P C Joseph - - - - - - 
J Gaskell - - - - - - 
J N Shellabear 1,050,000 - - 1,050,000 700,000 66% 
P Alexander - - - - - - 
R A Coyle 250,000 - (250,000) - - - 
Specified Executives       
A Poustie 600,000 - - 600,000 450,000 75% 
P Bamford 600,000 - - 600,000 450,000 75% 
TOTAL 2,500,000 - (250,000) 2,250,000 1,600,000 71% 

 
 

June 2010 
 

Key Management 
Personnel 

Value of Options 
Granted During The Year 

Value of Options Exercised 
During The Year 

Specified Directors   
P C Joseph - - 
J Gaskell - - 
J N Shellabear - - 
P Alexander - - 
R A Coyle - $729,100 
   

Specified Executives   
A Poustie - - 
P Bamford - - 

TOTAL - $729,100 
 

 
 

End of Remuneration Report (Audited)
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Share Options 
 
As at the date of this report there were 7,905,000 and at balance date, 8,280,000 unissued ordinary shares 
under options. (2009: 8,550,000 at the date of the report and 8,563,000 at balance date). No options have 
been issued, 375,000 options were cancelled and no options exercised since balance date. The unlisted 
options have been granted to various employees of the consolidated entity under the Dominion employee 
share option plan. No options were issued, 30,000 options were cancelled and 253,000 options were 
exercised during the current financial year. 
 
The options granted under the plan are for no consideration and are exercisable at a fixed price at the 
vesting dates over a 2 or 4 year period from the grant date. The options will lapse if not exercised by the 
exercise date. 
 
The options cannot be transferred and will not be quoted on the Australian Stock Exchange. Option holders 
do not have any right, by virtue of the option, to participate in any share issue of the company or any related 
body corporate or in the interest issue of any other registered scheme. 
 
Refer to Note 23 of the financial statements for further details of the options outstanding. 
 
Shares issued as a result of the exercise of options 
 
During the financial year, 253,000 shares were issued following the exercise of: 
 
200,000 options at an exercise price of $1.19; 
 

50,000 options at an exercise price of $1.04; and 
 

3,000 options at an exercise price of $3.60. 
 
Shares on issue 
 
As at the balance date there were 103,327,059 ordinary fully paid shares on issue with the same amount on 
issue at the date of this report. 
 
Nature of Operations and Principal Activities 
 

The principal activities of the consolidated entity during the year involved the operation of the Challenger Gold 
Project and mineral exploration in Western Australia and the Gawler Craton region of South Australia. 
 
Review of Operations 
 
Results 
 

The consolidated operating profit for the year ended 30 June 2010 after provision for income tax was 
$2,774,000 (2009: profit of $31,132,000). 
 
The result was after taking into account: $4,531,000 of exploration expenditure, $2,857,000 attributable to 
administration costs of the consolidated entity and non cash adjustments consisting of $1,010,000 relating to 
the negative mark to market of gold forward sale contracts, $2,160,000 which represents the notional value 
as determined by a binomial option pricing valuation model, of options and Monte-Carlo simulation model, of 
options and performance rights issued to employees and expensed through the profit and loss as required 
by Australian Accounting Standards and an income tax expense of $1,741,000. 
 
Financial Position 
 

Sales revenue decreased by 13% to $97,699,000 with $96,817,000 attributable to gold sales (2009: 
$112,608,000 with $109,943,000 attributable to gold sales). Revenue from gold sales was achieved from the 
sale of 81,530 ounces of gold reflecting an average price received of $1,187 per ounce. 
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Review of Operations (Continued) 
 
As at 30 June 2010, the consolidated entity had cash and bullion sold of $19,476,000 (2009: $45,346,000) 
comprising cash of $15,875,000 and bullion sold (treated as a receivable in the statement of financial 
position) of $3,601,000. 
 
The weighted average share price over the financial year was $3.45 with a closing high at the end of July 
2009 of $4.12 and a closing low of $2.58 at the end of March 2010. The trend of the company’s share price 
generally reflects market conditions, movements in the USD gold price and the operating performance of the 
Challenger mine. The closing share price at the end of June 2010 was $2.73. 
 
Challenger Gold Project (Dominion Gold Operations Pty Limited 100%) 
 
The expansion of the treatment plant which included the installation of a second ball mill identical to the 
existing mill and installation of a thickener to more efficiently and economically utilise the increased volumes 
of process water that will be required was completed and commissioned during January 2010. This has 
resulted in throughput increasing to 75 tonnes per hour equivalent to around 650,000 tonnes per annum. 
 
The ventilation upgrade which provides ventilation for mining to at least 1.2 km below surface was 
commissioned in March 2010 (three months later than initially scheduled) enabling from April, development 
access to the lower level high grade M2 stopes. Development had reached the 320RL by the end of the 
financial year. 
 
The late commissioning of the ventilation circuits also delayed development and access for further diamond 
drilling at depth designed to drill out additional reserves of the M1 and M2 shoots. 
 
Production for the financial year ended 30 June 2010 was 80,570 ounces at an average site cash operating 
cost of $697 per ounce. 
 
The operating results were adversely impacted over the year by: 
 
• a focus on developing sufficient underground accesses to enable more areas to be mined to facilitate the 

plant expansion; 
• greater proportion of lower grade ore mined from the M2 Shoot; 
• lower gold endowment encountered from the M1 Shoot; and 
• delayed access to higher grade stopes at lower levels of the mine due to the late completion of the 

ventilation shaft. 
 
Resources and reserves at Challenger have been downgraded. This is due to an unexpected decrease in 
the endowment of the M1 shoot below the 500m RL. However updated resource modelling of the lower 
levels indicates that the gold endowment of the adjacent M2 shoot is increasing with depth which may 
partially offset the change to the overall reserve position of the M1 shoot. 
 
In addition, further high grade intersections have been returned from future mining levels of the M1, M2 and 
M3 shoots. This gives confidence for the increase in the endowment of the M2 shoot as well as an indication 
that the endowment of the M1 shoot has stabilised and also confirms the continuity of the M3 shoot. 
 
Exploration 
 

Exploration at Challenger was limited to underground drilling to evaluate the M3, SEZ and aminus shoots. 
Planned drilling to evaluate the depth extensions of the M1 and M2 shoots was not able to be carried out due 
to delays in reaching access positions at the base of the mine. 
 
Elsewhere in South Australia, Iron Road Limited (who are earning an initial 51% interest in the rights to iron 
ore) have outlined a potential for economic iron ore mineralisation within the Mulgathing area. Dominion’s 
plans to drill an IOCG target at Labyrinth have been put on hold due to heritage related access issues. 
 
In Western Australia initial drilling to evaluate copper geochemical anomalies at the Bartel and Chapman 
Prospects within the Calingiri Project has demonstrated the potential for extensive copper mineralised 
systems with intersections including 75 metres grading 0.4% copper. Further intensive exploration is 
planned. 
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Exploration (Continued) 
 
Several other projects within the South West Yilgarn District, which have particular prospectivity for gold 
mineralisation, including the Kukerin and Nanicup Bridge Projects, have been packaged for possible farm out 
or IPO strategies. 
 
Within the Bryah Basin District Dominion has acquired a significant tenement position with prospectivity for 
Degrussa style copper – gold mineralisation and new applications have been made for ground that is 
believed to be prospective for gold and base metal mineralisation in the West Musgraves District. 
 
Generative activity has also resulted in application for exploration licences, totalling 1500 square kilometres, 
in the Lao PDR. These areas are believed to be prospective for both base and precious metals. 
 
Likely Developments and Expected Results 
 
Challenger Gold Project (Dominion Gold Operations Pty Limited 100%) 
 
With the plant expansion and ventilation upgrade completed and access now available for further diamond 
drilling at depth, the focus over the coming year will be on Challenger surface and underground exploration 
drilling which will target further conversion of resources to reserves and evaluation of other defined targets. 
There is also potential to upgrade the resources and reserves within the M1 shoot. 
 
The mining schedule over the next 12 months reflects a blend of ore from various underground sources with 
the principal ore source being from the M2 shoot supplemented by ore from the M1, M3, SEZ and M1 
shadow shoots. Development is on track to sustain access to the higher grade M2 stopes with production for 
the 12 months ended 30 June 2011 expected to exceed 100,000 ounces. 
 
Exploration 
 

The major focus of Challenger exploration activity will concentrate on drilling programs aimed at the 
conversion of resources to reserves which historically has been high for both the M1 and M2 shoots (+90% 
conversion rate). The priority exploration target is the inferred resources of 364,000 ounces contained within 
the M1 and M2 shoots, below the 79 fault. 
 
The company’s objective is to maintain current mine life of around 4 years by replacing annual production 
through continued exploration activities. 
 
Drilling programs will be a priority at the Chapman Prospect at the Calingiri Project located in Western 
Australia to follow up a previous RC hole intersection which included 75 metres at 0.4% copper. Ten RC 
holes are planned, both to extend the drilling on the intersection and to test the northern continuation of the 
Chapman IP and copper geochemical anomaly on 4 additional sections. 
 
In addition, due to the nature of the sulphide mineralisation of both the Bartel and Chapman Prospects it is 
planned to carry out preliminary metallurgical test work to evaluate the potential to produce a quality high 
grade copper concentrate. 
 
Risk Management and Internal Controls 
 

Procedures and systems of internal control which outline and monitor, amongst other things, workplace 
health and safety standards, environmental standards, employee and community relations and risk 
management decisions are in place. 
 
So that the board is aware of the current status of Dominion Mining Limited and its controlled entities and to 
enable informed decisions to be made, the board regularly reviews operating and financial information. 
 
The board is of the view that it is crucial for all directors and executives to be a part of this process, and as 
such the board has not established a separate risk management committee. 
 
Where appropriate, competent external advice is obtained by management to audit proposals prior to 
presentation to and decision by the board. 
 
The board has a number of mechanisms in place to ensure that management’s objectives and activities are 
aligned with the risks identified by the board. These include the following: 
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• Implementation of board approved operating plans and budgets and board monitoring of the progress 
both of a financial and non-financial nature against these budgets. 
 

• Regular reporting on specific business risks, including such matters as occupational health and safety, 
mine operational parameters including monitoring and independent audit of ground conditions, cash 
investment criteria and cash flow management. 
 

• The establishment of a gold hedge risk management policy which establishes the criteria for selling 
forward against future gold production. 
 

• The requirement for the managing director and finance director to certify the integrity of the financial 
statements and the effectiveness of internal control systems. 
 

Significant changes in the State of Affairs 
 

Total assets have decreased by $2,088,000 over the year to $144,455,000. The decrease is mainly 
attributable to a decrease in cash of $26,479,000 offset by a net increase (after depreciation and 
amortisation) in plant and equipment and mine properties of $24,373,000, a result of expenditure on the 
ventilation shaft, mill expansion, new tailings storage facility, ongoing mine development and 
resource/reserve evaluation drilling. 
 
Total liabilities increased by $2,721,000 over the year to $22,307,000. This was due to an increase in trade 
and other payables of $1,574,000 (principally reflecting the increase of the mining contractor’s charges) and 
derivatives of $1,010,000 which relates to the unrealised mark to market value of gold forward sale contracts. 
 
In the opinion of the directors, there were no other significant changes in the state of affairs of Dominion Mining 
Limited and its controlled entities that occurred during the year not otherwise disclosed in this report or the 
consolidated financial statements. 
 
Dividends 
 

On 19 February 2010 the directors declared an interim unfranked dividend of 2 cents per share. The record 
date for the dividend was 17 March 2010 with the payment date 31 March 2010. Total amount paid was 
$2,013,000. 
 
On 27 August 2010 directors declared a final unfranked dividend of 4 cents per share. The record date for the 
dividend was 17 September 2010 with the dividend to be paid on 30 September 2010. Total payment will be 
$4,132,000. 
 
Events Subsequent to Balance Date 
 
No matter or circumstance has arisen that has significantly affected, or may significantly affect, the 
operations of Dominion Mining Limited and its controlled entities, the results of those operations or the state 
of affairs of Dominion Mining Limited and its controlled entities in subsequent years not otherwise disclosed 
in this report or the consolidated financial statements. 
 
Directors’ and Officers’ Indemnity and Insurance 
 

During the year, Dominion Mining Limited has paid premiums in respect of directors’ and executive officers’ 
liability insurance contracts. 
 
These policies indemnify persons who are directors or executive officers of Dominion Mining Limited and its 
controlled entities against certain losses, which could arise if a claim was made against them. There have been 
no claims made at the date of this report. The premium has not been determined on an individual entity, 
director or officer basis. Dominion Mining Limited is prohibited by a confidentiality agreement within the contract 
for insurance from disclosing any further details of the insurance. 
 
No other agreements to indemnify directors, executive officers or auditors have been entered into, nor have any 
payments in relation to indemnification been made, during or since the year by Dominion Mining Limited. 
 
Environmental Regulation and Performance 
 
The consolidated entity from time to time is required to enter into rehabilitation performance bonds over its 
mining and exploration tenements. The bonds are in favour of the departments in the various states and 
territories of Australia responsible for overseeing the rehabilitation of areas in which mining and exploration 
work is conducted. The bonds require that at the conclusion of the mining and/or exploration activities 
specific rehabilitation work be performed to minimise the environmental impact of those activities. The liability 
for the rehabilitation work is generally transferred with any change in ownership. 
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There have been no known breaches by the consolidated entity of any bond conditions. 
 
In addition rehabilitation work is carried out on an ongoing basis during the course of the operations to an 
extremely high standard. 
 
Corporate Structure 
 

Dominion Mining Limited is a company limited by shares that is incorporated and domiciled in Australia. 
Dominion Mining Limited has prepared a consolidated financial report incorporating the entities that it controlled 
during the financial year. 
 
Auditor Independence and Non Audit Services 
 

During the year the auditors of the consolidated entity Ernst & Young preserved their independence as 
required under Section 307C of the Corporations Act 2001 and did not perform any services other than that 
as required under statutory regulations. 
 
The directors received the Auditors’ Independent Declaration from the auditor of Dominion Mining Limited as 
disclosed on page 63 of this report. 
 
Rounding of Amounts 
 

Dominion Mining Limited is an entity to which Australian Securities and Investments Commission Class Order 
98/100 applies. Pursuant to this Class Order, amounts reported in this report and the financial statements have 
been rounded to the nearest thousand dollars, except where not permitted to be rounded under the 
Corporations Act 2001. 
 
 

 
Jonathan N Shellabear 
Managing Director 
29 September 2010 
 
 

 
 
Peter C Joseph 
Chairman 
29 September 2010 
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  CONSOLIDATED 

 
Note 

30 June 2010 
$’000 

30 June 2009 
$’000 

CURRENT ASSETS    
Cash 19(a) 15,875 42,354 
Trade and other receivables 6 6,329 5,356 
Inventory 7 4,214 3,523 
Other 8 277 181 

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS  26,695 51,414 
    
NON-CURRENT ASSETS    
Plant and equipment 9 30,097 17,900 
Mine properties 10 71,336 59,160 
Deferred tax asset 5 16,327 18,069 
TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS  117,760 95,129 

TOTAL ASSETS  144,455 146,543 
    
CURRENT LIABILITIES    
Trade and other payables 11 12,619 11,045 
Interest bearing loans and borrowings 12 75 140 
Provisions 13 2,945 2,699 
Derivatives Held For Trading 22(d) 5,598 4,588 

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES  21,237 18,472 
    
NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES    
Interest bearing loans and borrowings 14 - 75 
Provisions 15 1,070 1,039 

TOTAL NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES  1,070 1,114 

TOTAL LIABILITIES  22,307 19,586 

NET ASSETS  122,148 126,957 
    
EQUITY    
Issued capital 16(a) 53,530 53,020 
Retained earnings  57,598 65,077 
Employee equity benefits reserve 17 11,020 8,860 

TOTAL EQUITY  122,148 126,957 
 
The above statement of financial position should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes. 
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  CONSOLIDATED 
 

Note 
30 June 2010 

$’000 
30 June 2009 

$’000 
Continuing Operations    
Sale of gold  96,817 109,943 
Other revenue  882 2,665 
    
Revenue 4(a) 97,699 112,608 
    
Cost of goods sold 4(b) (82,585) (61,132) 
    
Gross Profit  15,114 51,476 
    
Gain on sale of financial asset held for trading  - 77 
    
Gain on sale of mineral rights and other assets  - 59 
    
Gain on sale of plant and equipment  8 - 
    
Exploration and evaluation expenditure  (4,531) (5,050) 
    
Administration costs 4(c) (2,857) (3,963) 
    
Share-based payments to employees 4(d) (2,160) (4,939) 
    
Change in fair value of undesignated gold contracts 
held for trading  (1,010) (1,952) 
    
Finance costs 4(e) (49) (29) 

PROFIT/(LOSS) BEFORE INCOME TAX  4,515 35,679 
Income tax expense 5 (1,741) (4,547) 
NET PROFIT/(LOSS) ATTRIBUTABLE TO 
MEMBERS OF DOMINION MINING LIMITED  2,774 31,132 
    
Other comprehensive income  - - 
    
TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE INCOME FOR THE 
YEAR NET OF TAX  

 
2,774 31,132 

    
Basic earnings per share 
(cents per share) 18 2.69 30.38 
Diluted earnings per share  
(cents per share) 18 2.68 30.33 
 
The above statement of comprehensive income should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.  
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Issued 
Capital 

Retained Profits 
/ (Accumulated 

Losses) 

Employee Equity 
Benefits Reserve 

Total 

CONSOLIDATED $’000 $’000 $’000 $’000 
     
At 1 July 2008 52,358 48,326 3,921 104,605 
     
Profit for the period - 31,132 - 31,132 
Other comprehensive income for the period - - - - 
Total comprehensive income for the period - 31,132 - 31,132 
 
Equity transactions:     
Cost of share based payment - - 4,939 4,939 
Issue of share capital 662 - - 662 
Payment of dividends - (14,381) - (14,381) 
30 June 2009 53,020 65,077 8,860 126,957 
     
Profit for the period - 2,774 - 2,774 
Other comprehensive income for the period - - - - 
Total comprehensive income for the period - 2,774 - 2,774 
 
Equity transactions:     
Cost of share based payment - - 2,160 2,160 
Issue of share capital 510 - - 510 
Payment of dividends - (10,253) - (10,253) 

30 June 2010 53,530 57,598 11,020 122,148 
 
The above statement of changes in equity should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes. 
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  CONSOLIDATED 
 

Note 
30 June 2010 

$’000 
30 June 2009 

$’000 
CASH FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES    
Receipts from gold sales  96,208 112,739 
Payments to suppliers and employees  (63,353) (54,199) 
Exploration and evaluation expenditure  (4,281) (5,052) 
Interest received  882 2,665 
Interest paid  (18) (29) 

NET CASH FROM/(USED IN) OPERATING ACTIVITIES 19(b) 29,438 56,124 

CASH FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES    
Resource evaluation and mine development expenditure   (40,656) (28,904) 
Acquisition of plant and equipment  (5,406) (10,311) 
Proceeds from sale of plant and equipment  28 73 
Proceeds from sale of financial assets held for trading  - 77 
Acquisition of Resolute Royalty  - (10,623) 

NET CASH (USED IN)/FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES  (46,034) (49,688) 

CASH FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES    
Proceeds from the issue of shares and  
conversion of options  300 662 
Repayment of finance lease principal  (140) (249) 
Payment of dividends  (10,043) (14,381) 

NET CASH (USED IN)/FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES  (9,883) (13,968) 

NET (DECREASE)/INCREASE IN CASH HELD  (26,479) (7,532) 
OPENING CASH BALANCE  42,354 49,886 

CLOSING CASH BALANCE 19(a) 15,875 42,354 
 
The above statement of cash flows should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.  
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1. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies 
 
(a) Basis of preparation 
 

The financial report of Dominion Mining Limited and its Controlled Entities (the “Consolidated Entity”) 
for the year ended 30 June 2010 was authorised for issue in accordance with a resolution of the 
directors on 29 September 2010. 
 
The company is limited by shares incorporated in Australia whose shares are publicly traded on the 
Australian Stock Exchange. 
 
The principal activities of the consolidated entity during the year involved the operation of the 
Challenger Gold Project and mineral exploration in Western Australia and the Gawler Craton region of 
South Australia. 
 
The financial report is a general-purpose financial report which has been prepared in accordance 
with the requirements of the Corporations Act 2001 and Australian Accounting Standards. The 
financial report has also been prepared on a historical cost basis except for derivative financial 
instruments classified as held for trading which have been measured at fair value. 

 
 The financial report is presented in Australian dollars and all values are rounded to the nearest 

thousand dollars (“$’000”), unless otherwise stated, under the option available to the company under 
ASIC Class Order 98/100. The company is an entity to which the class order applies. 

 
(b) Compliance with IFRS 

 
 The financial report complies with Australian Accounting Standards and International Financial 

Reporting Standards (IFRS) as issued by the International Accounting Standards Board. 
 
(c) New accounting standards and interpretations 

 
 From 1 July 2009 the consolidated entity has adopted the following Standards and Interpretations, 

mandatory for annual periods beginning on or after 1 July 2009. Adoption of these standards and 
interpretations did not have any effect on the financial position or performance of the consolidated 
entity. 

 
AASB 3 Business Combinations (revised 2008) and AASB 127 Consolidated and Separate Financial 
Statements (revised 2008) 
 
The group elected to early adopt the revised standards from 1 January 2009 (instead of 1 July 
2009). AASB 3 (revised 2008) introduces significant changes in the accounting for business 
combinations occurring after this date. Changes affect the valuation of non-controlling interests 
(previously “minority interests”), the accounting for transaction costs, the initial recognition and 
subsequent measurement of contingent consideration and business combinations achieved in 
stages. These changes will impact the amount of goodwill recognised, the reported results in the 
period when an acquisition occurs and future reported results. 
 
AASB 127 (revised 2008) requires that a change in the ownership interest of a subsidiary (without a 
change in control) is to be accounted for as a transaction with owners in their capacity as owners. 
Therefore such transactions will no longer give rise to goodwill, nor will they give rise to a gain or 
loss in the statement of comprehensive income. Furthermore the revised standard changes the 
accounting for losses incurred by a partially owned subsidiary as well as the loss of control of a 
subsidiary. The changes in AASB 3 (revised 2008) and AASB 127 (revised 2008) will affect future 
acquisitions, changes in, and loss of control of, subsidiaries and transactions with non-controlling 
interests. 
 
The change in accounting policy was applied prospectively and had no material impact on earnings 
per share. 
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1. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies 
 
(c) New accounting standards and interpretations (continued) 

 
AASB 7 Financial Instruments: Disclosures 
 
The amended standard requires additional disclosures about fair value measurement and liquidity 
risk. Fair value measurements related to all financial instruments recognised and measured at fair 
value are to be disclosed by source of inputs using a three level fair value hierarchy, by class. In 
addition, a reconciliation between the beginning and ending balance for level 3 fair value 
measurements is now required, as well as significant transfers between levels in the fair value 
hierarchy. The amendments also clarify the requirements for liquidity risk disclosures with respect to 
derivative transactions and assets used for liquidity management. The fair value measurement 
disclosures are presented in note 22. The liquidity risk disclosures are not significantly impacted by 
the amendments and are presented in note 22. 
 
AASB 8 Operating Segments 
 
AASB 8 replaced AASB 114 Segment Reporting upon its effective date. The group concluded that 
the operating segments determined in accordance with AASB 8 are the same as the business 
segments previously identified under AASB 114. AASB 8 disclosures are shown in note 5, including 
the related revised comparative information. 
 
AASB 101 Presentation of Financial Statements 
 
The revised standard separates owner and non-owner changes in equity. The statement of changes 
in equity includes only details of transactions with owners, with non-owner changes in equity 
presented in a reconciliation of each component of equity and included in the new statement of 
comprehensive income. The statement of comprehensive income presents all items of recognised 
income and expense, either in one single statement, or in two linked statements. The group has 
elected to present one statement. 

 
 The consolidated entity has not elected to early adopt any new standards or amendments. 
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1. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (continued) 
 
(c) New accounting standards and interpretations 
 
 Australian Accounting Standards and Interpretations that have recently been issued or amended but 

are not yet effective have not been adopted by the consolidated entity for the period ended 30 June 
2010. These are outlined in the table below: 

 

Reference Title Summary Application date 
of standard 

Application 
date for 
Group 

AASB 2009-5 Further Amendments to 
Australian Accounting 
Standards arising from 
the Annual Improvements 
Project 
[AASB 5, 8, 101, 107, 
117, 118, 136 & 139] 

The amendments to some Standards 
result in accounting changes for 
presentation, recognition or measurement 
purposes, while some amendments that 
relate to terminology and editorial changes 
are expected to have no or minimal effect 
on accounting except for the following: 
The amendment to AASB 117 removes the 
specific guidance on classifying land as a 
lease so that only the general guidance 
remains. Assessing land leases based on 
the general criteria may result in more land 
leases being classified as finance leases 
and if so, the type of asset which is to be 
recorded (intangible vs property, plant and 
equipment) needs to be determined. 
The amendment to AASB 101 stipulates 
that the terms of a liability that could result, 
at anytime, in its settlement by the 
issuance of equity instruments at the 
option of the counterparty do not affect its 
classification. 
The amendment to AASB 107 explicitly 
states that only expenditure that results in 
a recognised asset can be classified as a 
cash flow from investing activities. 
The amendment to AASB 118 provides 
additional guidance to determine whether 
an entity is acting as a principal or as an 
agent. The features indicating an entity is 
acting as a principal are whether the entity: 
► has primary responsibility for providing 

the goods or service; 
► has inventory risk; 
► has discretion in establishing prices; 
► bears the credit risk. 

 

1 January 2010 1 July 2010 
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1. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (continued) 
 
(c) New accounting standards and interpretations 

 

AASB 2009-5 
(con’t) 

Further Amendments to 
Australian Accounting 
Standards arising from 
the Annual Improvements 
Project 
[AASB 5, 8, 101, 107, 
117, 118, 136 & 139] 

The amendment to AASB 136 clarifies that 
the largest unit permitted for allocating 
goodwill acquired in a business 
combination is the operating segment, as 
defined in IFRS 8 before aggregation for 
reporting purposes. 
The main change to AASB 139 clarifies 
that a prepayment option is considered 
closely related to the host contract when 
the exercise price of a prepayment option 
reimburses the lender up to the 
approximate present value of lost interest 
for the remaining term of the host contract. 
The other changes clarify the scope 
exemption for business combination 
contracts and provide clarification in 
relation to accounting for cash flow 
hedges. 

  

AASB 2009-8 Amendments to 
Australian Accounting 
Standards – Group Cash-
settled Share-based 
Payment Transactions 
[AASB 2] 

This Standard makes amendments to 
Australian Accounting Standard AASB 2 
Share-based Payment and supersedes 
Interpretation 8 Scope of AASB 2 and 
Interpretation 11 AASB 2 – Group and 
Treasury Share Transactions. 
The amendments clarify the accounting for 
group cash-settled share-based payment 
transactions in the separate or individual 
financial statements of the entity receiving 
the goods or services when the entity has 
no obligation to settle the share-based 
payment transaction. 
The amendments clarify the scope of 
AASB 2 by requiring an entity that receives 
goods or services in a share-based 
payment arrangement to account for those 
goods or services no matter which entity in 
the group settles the transaction, and no 
matter whether the transaction is settled in 
shares or cash. 

1 January 2010 1 July 2010 

AASB 2009-10 Amendments to 
Australian Accounting 
Standards – 
Classification of Rights 
Issues 
[AASB 132] 

The amendment provides relief to entities 
that issue rights in a currency other than 
their functional currency, from treating the 
rights as derivatives with fair value 
changes recorded in profit or loss. Such 
rights will now be classified as equity 
instruments when certain conditions are 
met. 

1 February 2010 1 July 2010 
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1. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (continued) 
 
(c) New accounting standards and interpretations 
 

AASB 9 Financial Instruments AASB 9 includes requirements for the 
classification and measurement of financial 
assets resulting from the first part of Phase 
1 of the IASB’s project to replace IAS 39 
Financial Instruments: Recognition and 
Measurement (AASB 139 Financial 
Instruments: Recognition and 
Measurement). 
These requirements improve and simplify 
the approach for classification and 
measurement of financial assets compared 
with the requirements of AASB 139. The 
main changes from AASB 139 are 
described below. 
(a) Financial assets are classified based 

on (1) the objective of the entity’s 
business model for managing the 
financial assets; (2) the characteristics 
of the contractual cash flows. This 
replaces the numerous categories of 
financial assets in AASB 139, each of 
which had its own classification 
criteria. 

(b) AASB 9 allows an irrevocable election 
on initial recognition to present gains 
and losses on investments in equity 
instruments that are not held for 
trading in other comprehensive 
income. Dividends in respect of these 
investments that are a return on 
investment can be recognised in profit 
or loss and there is no impairment or 
recycling on disposal of the 
instrument.  

(c) Financial assets can be designated 
and measured at fair value through 
profit or loss at initial recognition if 
doing so eliminates or significantly 
reduces a measurement or recognition 
inconsistency that would arise from 
measuring assets or liabilities, or 
recognising the gains and losses on 
them, on different bases. 

1 January 2013 1 July 2013 
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1. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (continued) 
 
(c) New accounting standards and interpretations 
 

AASB 2009-11 Amendments to 
Australian Accounting 
Standards arising from 
AASB 9 
[AASB 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 101, 
102, 108, 112, 118, 121, 
127, 128, 131, 132, 136, 
139, 1023 & 1038 and 
Interpretations 10 & 12] 

The revised Standard introduces a number 
of changes to the accounting for financial 
assets, the most significant of which 
includes: 
► two categories for financial assets being 

amortised cost or fair value; 
► removal of the requirement to separate 

embedded derivatives in financial 
assets; 

► strict requirements to determine which 
financial assets can be classified as 
amortised cost or fair value, Financial 
assets can only be classified as 
amortised cost if (a) the contractual 
cash flows from the instrument 
represent principal and interest and (b) 
the entity’s purpose for holding the 
instrument is to collect the contractual 
cash flows; 

► an option for investments in equity 
instruments which are not held for 
trading to recognise fair value changes 
through other comprehensive income 
with no impairment testing and no 
recycling through profit or loss on 
derecognition; 

► reclassifications between amortised 
cost and fair value no longer permitted 
unless the entity’s business model for 
holding the asset changes; 

► changes to the accounting and 
additional disclosures for equity 
instruments classified as fair value 
through other comprehensive income. 

1 January 2013 1 July 2013 
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1. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (continued) 
 
(c) New accounting standards and interpretations 
 

AASB 124 
(Revised) 

Related Party Disclosures 
(December 2009) 

The revised AASB 124 simplifies the 
definition of a related party, clarifying its 
intended meaning and eliminating 
inconsistencies from the definition, 
including: 
(a) the definition now identifies a 

subsidiary and an associate with the 
same investor as related parties of 
each other; 

(b) entities significantly influenced by 
one person and entities significantly 
influenced by a close member of the 
family of that person are no longer 
related parties of each other; and 

(c) the definition now identifies that, 
whenever a person or entity has 
both joint control over a second 
entity and joint control or significant 
influence over a third party, the 
second and third entities are related 
to each other. 

A partial exemption is also provided from 
the disclosure requirements for 
government-related entities. Entities that 
are related by virtue of being controlled by 
the same government can provide reduced 
related party disclosures. 

1 January 2011 1 July 2011 

AASB 2009-12 Amendments to 
Australian Accounting 
Standards 
[AASBs 5, 8, 108, 110, 
112, 119, 133, 137, 139, 
1023 & 1031 and 
Interpretations 2, 4, 16, 
1039 & 1052] 

This amendment makes numerous 
editorial changes to a range of Australian 
Accounting Standards and Interpretations. 
In particular, it amends AASB 8 Operating 
Segments to require an entity to exercise 
judgement in assessing whether a 
government and entities known to be 
under the control of that government are 
considered a single customer for the 
purposes of certain operating segment 
disclosures. It also makes numerous 
editorial amendments to a range of 
Australian Accounting Standards and 
Interpretations, including amendments to 
reflect changes made to the text of IFRSs 
by the IASB. 

1 January 2011 1 July 2011 
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1. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (continued) 
 
(c) New accounting standards and interpretations 
 

AASB 2010-3 Amendments to 
Australian Accounting 
Standards arising from 
the Annual Improvements 
Project 
[AASB 3, AASB 7, AASB 
121, AASB 128, AASB 
131, AASB 132 & AASB 
139] 

Limits the scope of the measurement 
choices of non-controlling interest at 
proportionate share of net assets in the 
event of liquidation. Other components of 
NCI are measured at fair value. 
Requires an entity (in a business 
combination) to account for the 
replacement of the acquiree’s share-based 
payment transactions (whether obliged or 
voluntarily), i.e., split between 
consideration and post combination 
expenses. 
Clarifies that contingent consideration from 
a business combination that occurred 
before the effective date of AASB 3 
Revised is not restated. 
Eliminates the requirement to restate 
financial statements for a reporting period 
when significant influence or joint control is 
lost and the reporting entity accounts for 
the remaining investment under AASB 
139. This includes the effect on 
accumulated foreign exchange differences 
on such investments. 

1 July 2010 1 July 2010 

AASB 2010-4 Further Amendments to 
Australian Accounting 
Standards arising from 
the Annual Improvements 
Project [AASB 1, AASB 7, 
AASB 101, AASB 134 
and Interpretation 13] 

Emphasises the interaction between 
quantitative and qualitative AASB 7 
disclosures and the nature and extent of 
risks associated with financial instruments. 
Clarifies that an entity will present an 
analysis of other comprehensive income 
for each component of equity, either in the 
statement of changes in equity or in the 
notes to the financial statements. 
Provides guidance to illustrate how to 
apply disclosure principles in AASB 134 for 
significant events and transactions. 
Clarify that when the fair value of award 
credits is measured based on the value of 
the awards for which they could be 
redeemed, the amount of discounts or 
incentives otherwise granted to customers 
not participating in the award credit 
scheme, is to be taken into account. 

1 January 2011 1 July 2011 
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1. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (continued) 
 
(c) New accounting standards and interpretations 
 

Interpretation 19 Interpretation 19 
Extinguishing Financial 
Liabilities with Equity 
Instruments 

This interpretation clarifies that equity 
instruments issued to a creditor to 
extinguish a financial liability are 
“consideration paid” in accordance with 
paragraph 41 of IAS 39. As a result, the 
financial liability is derecognised and the 
equity instruments issued are treated as 
consideration paid to extinguish that 
financial liability. 
The interpretation states that equity 
instruments issued in a debt for equity 
swap should be measured at the fair value 
of the equity instruments issued, if this can 
be determined reliably. If the fair value of 
the equity instruments issued is not reliably 
determinable, the equity instruments 
should be measured by reference to the 
fair value of the financial liability 
extinguished as of the date of 
extinguishment. 

1 July 2010 1 July 2010 

 
 
 The impact of the adoption of these new and revised standards and interpretations has not been 

determined by the company. 
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1. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (continued) 
 
(d) Principles of Consolidation 
 
 The consolidated financial statements comprise a consolidation of the financial statements of 

Dominion Mining Limited and all entities controlled by Dominion Mining Limited at the end of the year. 
 
 Where there is a gain/loss of control of a controlled entity, the consolidated financial statements 

include the results for that part of the reporting period during which Dominion Mining Limited had 
control. 

 
 The financial statements of controlled entities are prepared for the same reporting period as Dominion 

Mining Limited, using consistent accounting policies. Adjustments are made to bring into line any 
dissimilar accounting policies, which may exist. All inter-entity balances and transactions, and 
unrealised profits or losses arising from inter-entity transactions, have been eliminated in full. 

 
(e) Revenue Recognition 
 
 Revenue is recognised and measured at the fair value of the consideration received or receivable to the 

extent that it is probable that the economic benefit will flow to the entity and the revenue can be reliably 
measured. The following specific recognition criteria must also be met before revenue is recognised. 

 
 Sale of gold 
 

 Revenue from sales of gold is recognised when there has been a passing of the significant risks and 
rewards of ownership, which means the following: 

 

• The product is in a form suitable for delivery and no further processing is required by or on behalf 
of the consolidated entity; 
 

• The quantity and quality (grade) of the product can be determined with reasonable accuracy; 
 

• The product has been despatched to the customer and is no longer under the physical control of 
the consolidated entity; 
 

• The selling price can be measured reliably; 
 

• It is probable that the economic benefits associated with the transaction will flow to the 
consolidated entity; and 
 

• The costs incurred, or expected to be incurred, in respect of the transaction can be measured 
reliably. 

 
 Interest 
 

 Revenue is recognised as the interest accrues using the effective interest rate method (which is the 
rate that exactly discounts estimated future cash receipts through the expected life of the financial 
instrument to the net carrying amount of the financial asset). 

 
(f) Foreign Currency Translation 
 
 Both the functional and presentation currency of Dominion Mining Limited and its controlled entities is 

Australian Dollars. 
 
 Foreign currency transactions during the year are converted to Australian dollars at the rates of 

exchange applicable at the dates of the transactions. Amounts receivable and payable in foreign 
currencies at balance date are converted at the rates of exchange ruling at period end. 

 
(g) Inventories 
 
 Inventories are valued at the lower of cost and net realisable value. Cost includes expenditure incurred 

in acquiring and bringing the inventories to their existing condition and location but excludes overheads. 
Cost is accounted for as follows: 

 
 Bullion 
 

 Lower of average cost and net realisable value. Cost included fixed direct costs and variable direct 
costs. 
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1. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (continued) 
 
(g) Inventories 
 
 Gold in circuit 
 

 Lower of cost and net realisable value. The average cash cost of production for the month is used and 
allocated to gold that is in the circuit at period end. 

 
 Stores 
 

 Purchase cost on a weighted average cost method. 
 
 Ore stockpiles 
 

 Contractor cost of mining on an average cost method. 
 
 Work in progress 
 

 Contractor cost of mining and processing at an average cost method. 
 
(h) Plant and Equipment 

 
 Plant and equipment located on the mine site is included at cost less depreciation and any impairment in 

value. All such assets are depreciated over the estimated remaining economic life of the mine, using a 
units of production basis and based on proven and probable reserves. 

 
 All other plant and equipment is included at cost less provision for depreciation and any impairment in 

value and depreciated on a straight-line basis commencing from the time the asset is held ready for use. 
The depreciation periods are from 3 to 12 years (2009: 3 to 12 years). 

 
 The carrying values of plant and equipment are reviewed for impairment when events or changes in 

circumstances indicate the carrying value may not be recoverable. 
 
(i) Mine Properties 
 
 Mine development expenditure represents the costs incurred in preparing mines for production. These 

costs are capitalised to the extent they are expected to be recouped through successful exploitation of 
the related mining leases. Once production commences, these costs are amortised using the units-of-
production method based on the estimated economically recoverable reserves proven and probable to 
which they relate or are written off if the mine property is abandoned. 

 
 Impairment 
 

 The carrying value of capitalised mine development expenditure is assessed for impairment whenever 
facts and circumstances suggest that the carrying amount of the asset may exceed its recoverable 
amount. 

 
 The recoverable amount of capitalised mine development expenditure is the higher of fair value less 

costs to sell and value in use. In assessing value in use, the estimated future cash flows are 
discounted to their present value using a pre-tax discount rate that reflects current market 
assessments of the time value of money and the risks specific to the asset. 

 
 For an asset that does not generate largely independent cash inflows, recoverable amount is 

determined for the cash-generating unit to which the asset belongs, unless the asset’s value in use 
can be estimated to be close to its fair value. 

 
(j) Exploration and Evaluation Costs 
 
 Exploration and evaluation expenditure is charged against earnings as incurred, unless it relates to an 

area of interest in production. 
 
 Exploration and evaluation expenditure is allocated separately to specific areas of interest. Each area 

of interest is limited to a size related to a known or probable mineral resource capable of supporting a 
mining operation. Such expenditure comprises net direct costs and an appropriate portion of related 
overhead expenditure directly related to activities in the area of interest. 
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1. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (continued) 
 
(j) Exploration and Evaluation Costs (continued) 
 
 Costs related to the acquisition of properties that contain mineral resources are allocated separately to 

specific areas of interest. These costs are capitalised until the viability of the area of interest is 
determined. If no mineable ore body is discovered, capitalised acquisition costs are expensed in the 
period in which it is determined that the area of interest has no future economic value. 

 
 When a decision to proceed to development is made the exploration and evaluation capitalised to that 

area is transferred to mine development within property, plant and equipment. All costs subsequently 
incurred to develop a mine prior to the start of mining operations within the area of interest are 
capitalised and carried at cost. These costs include expenditure incurred to develop new ore bodies 
within the area of interest, to define further mineralisation in existing areas of interest, to expand the 
capacity of a mine and to maintain production. 

 
 Capitalised amounts for an area of interest may be written down if discounted future cash flows related 

to the area of interest are projected to be less than its carrying value. 
 
(k) Impairment of Assets other than Goodwill 

 
 At each reporting date, the company assesses whether there is any indication that an asset may be 

impaired. Where an indicator of impairment exists, the company makes a formal estimate of 
recoverable amount. Where the carrying amount of an asset exceeds its recoverable amount the asset 
is considered impaired and is written down to its recoverable amount. 

 
 Recoverable amount is the greater of fair value less costs to sell and value in use. It is determined for 

an individual asset, unless the asset’s value in use cannot be estimated to be close to its fair value 
less costs to sell and it does not generate cash inflows that are largely independent of those from 
other assets or groups of assets, in which case, the recoverable amount is determined for the cash-
generating unit to which the asset belongs. 

 
 In assessing value in use, the estimated future cash flows are discounted to their present value using 

a pre tax discount rate that reflects current market assessments of the time value of money and the 
risks specific to the asset. 

 
(l) Taxation 
 
 Current tax assets and liabilities for the current and prior periods are measured at the amount 

expected to be recovered from or paid to the taxation authorities. The tax rates and tax laws used to 
compute the amounts are those that are enacted or substantively enacted at the balance sheet date. 

 
 Deferred Income tax is provided on all temporary differences at the balance sheet date between the 

tax bases of assets and liabilities and their carrying amounts for financial reporting purposes. 
 
 Deferred income tax liabilities are recognised for all taxable temporary differences: 
 

i. Except where the deferred income tax liability arises from the initial recognition of an asset or 
liability in a transaction that is not a business combination and at the time of transaction, affects 
neither the accounting profit nor taxable profit or loss; and 
 

ii. In respect of taxable temporary differences associated with investments in subsidiaries, except 
where the timing of the reversal of the temporary differences can be controlled and it is probable 
that the temporary differences will not reverse in the foreseeable future. 

 
 Deferred income tax assets are recognised for all deductible temporary differences, carry-forward of 

unused tax assets and unused tax losses, to the extent that it is probable that taxable profit will be 
available against which the deductible temporary differences and the carry-forward of unused tax 
credits and unused tax losses can be utilised, except: 

 
(a) When the deferred income tax asset relating to the deductible temporary difference arises from 

the initial recognition of an asset or liability in a transaction that is not a business combination 
and, at the time of the transaction, affects neither the accounting profit nor taxable profit or loss; 
or 
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1. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (continued) 
 
(l) Taxation (continued) 
 

(b) When the deductible temporary difference is associated with investments in subsidiaries, in 
which case a deferred tax asset is only recognised to the extent that it is probable that the 
temporary differences will reverse in the foreseeable future and taxable profit will be available 
against which the temporary difference can be utilised. 

 
 The carrying amount of deferred income tax assets is reviewed at each balance sheet date reduced to 

the extent that it is no longer probable that sufficient taxable profit will be available to allow all or part 
of the deferred income tax asset to be utilised. Unrecognised deferred income tax assets are 
reassessed at each balance sheet date and are recognised to the extent that it has become probable 
that future taxable profit will allow the deferred tax asset to be recovered. 

 
 Deferred income tax assets and liabilities are measured at the tax rates that are expected to apply to 

the year when the asset is realised or the liability is settled, based on tax rates (and tax laws) that 
have been enacted or substantively enacted at the balance sheet date. 

 
Income taxes relating to items recognised directly in equity are recognised in equity and not in the 
income statement. 

 
 Deferred tax assets and deferred tax liabilities are offset only if a legally enforceable right exists to set 

off current tax liabilities and the deferred tax assets and liabilities relate to the same taxable entity and 
the same taxation authority. 

 
(m) Other taxes 
 
 Revenues, expenses and assets are recognised net of the amount of GST except: 
 

• where the GST incurred on a purchase of goods and services is not recoverable from the 
taxation authority, in which case the GST is recognised as part of the cost of acquisition of the 
asset or as part of the expense item as applicable; and 

 

• receivables and payables are stated with the amount of GST included. 
 

 The net amount of GST recoverable from, or payable to, the taxation authority is included as part of 
receivables or payables in the balance sheet. 

 
 Cash flows are included in the statement of cash flows on a gross basis and the GST component of 

cash flows arising from investing and financing activities, which is recoverable from, or payable to, the 
taxation authority, are classified as operating cash flows. 

 
 Commitments and contingencies are disclosed net of the amount of GST recoverable from, or payable 

to, the taxation authority. 
 
(n) Employee Benefits 
 
 Provision is made for employee benefits accumulated as a result of employees rendering services up to 

the balance date. These benefits include wages, salaries, annual leave and long service leave. 
 
 Liabilities arising in respect of wages and salaries, annual leave and any other employee benefits due to 

be settled within twelve months of the balance date are measured at their nominal amounts based on 
remuneration rates which are due to be paid when the liability is settled. All other employee benefit 
liabilities are measured at the present value of the estimated future cash outflow to be made in respect of 
services provided by employees up to the balance date. 

 
 Contributions are made to employee superannuation plans and are charged as expenses when incurred. 

Dominion Mining Limited and its controlled entities have no legal obligation to cover any shortfall in the 
plan’s obligation to provide benefits to employees on retirement. 

 
 The value of options issued under the employee share option scheme are recognised as an expense as 

detailed in note 1(o) “Share-based payments”. 
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1. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (continued) 
 
(o) Share-based payments 
 
 The consolidated entity provides benefits to employees (including directors) in the form of share-based 

payments, whereby employees render services in exchange for shares or rights over shares (“equity 
settled transactions”). 

 
 The cost of these equity settled transactions with employees is measured by reference to the fair value 

at the date they are granted. The value is determined using a binomial model. The cost of equity settled 
transactions is recognised, together with a corresponding increase in equity, over the period in which the 
vesting conditions are fulfilled, ending on the date on which the relevant employees become fully entitled 
to the award (“vesting date”). 

 
 The cumulative expense recognised for equity settled transactions at each reporting date until vesting 

date reflects: 
 

• The extent to which the vesting period has expired; and 
 

• The number of awards that, in the opinion of the directors, will ultimately vest. The opinion is 
formed based on the best available information at balance date. 

 
 No adjustment is made for the likelihood of market performance conditions being met as the effect of 

these conditions is included in the determination of fair value at grant date. 
 
 No expense is recognised for awards that do not ultimately vest, except for awards where vesting is 

conditional upon a market condition. 
 
 Where the terms of an equity-settled award are modified, as a minimum an expense is recognised as 

if the terms had not been modified. In addition, an expense is recognised for any increase in the value 
of the transaction as a result of the modification, as measured at the date of modification. 

 
 Where an equity-settled award is cancelled, it is treated as if it had vested on the date of cancellation, 

and any expense not yet recognised for the award is recognised immediately. However, if a new 
award is substituted for the cancelled award, and designated as a replacement award on the date that 
it is granted, the cancelled and new award are treated as if they were a modification of the original 
award, as described in the previous paragraph. 

 
 The dilutive effect, if any, of outstanding options is reflected as additional share dilution in the 

computation of earnings per share. 
 
(p) Leases 
 
 Leases are classified at their inception as either operating or finance leases based on the economic 

substance of the agreement so as to reflect the risks and benefits incidental to ownership. 
 
 Operating leases 
 

 The minimum lease payments of operating leases, where the lessor effectively retains substantially all 
of the risks and benefits of ownership of the leased item, are recognised as an expense on a straight-
line basis. 

 
 Finance leases 
 

 Leases which effectively transfer substantially all the risks and benefits incidental to ownership of the 
leased item to the company are capitalised at the present value of the minimum lease payments and 
disclosed as property, plant and equipment under lease. A lease liability of equal value is also 
recognised. 

 
 Capitalised lease assets are depreciated over the shorter of the estimated useful life of the assets and 

the lease term. Minimum lease payments are allocated between interest expense and reduction of the 
lease liability with the interest expense calculated using the interest rate implicit in the lease and 
charged directly to the income statement. 
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1. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (continued) 
 
(q) Jointly Controlled Assets 
 
 The interest in unincorporated business undertakings, including joint ventures, is brought to account by 

including in the respective classification categories: 
 

i. the share in each of the individual assets employed in the business undertakings; 
 

ii. liabilities incurred in relation to business undertakings including the share of any liabilities for which 
the entities are jointly and/or severally liable; and 

 

iii. the share of expenses of the business undertakings. 
 

(r) Cash and Cash Equivalents 
 
 Cash and short-term deposits in the balance sheet comprise cash at bank and in hand and short-term 

deposits with an original maturity of three months or less. 
 
 For the purpose of the statement of cash flows, cash and cash equivalents consist of cash and cash 

equivalents as defined above, net of outstanding bank overdrafts. 
 
(s) Derivative Financial Instruments 
 
 Derivative financial instruments are used by the group to provide an economic hedge of exposures to 

gold prices and exchange rates. The consolidated entity does not apply hedge accounting and 
accordingly all fair value movements on derivative financial instruments are recognised in the income 
statement. 

 
 Derivative financial instruments are stated at fair value on the date a derivative contract is entered into 

and are subsequently remeasured to their fair value at each reporting date. The resulting gain or loss 
is recognised in the statement of comprehensive income immediately. 

 
(t) Interest Bearing Liabilities 
 
 All loans and borrowings are initially recognised at cost, being the fair value of the consideration 

received net of issue costs associated with the borrowing. After initial recognition, interest-bearing loans 
and borrowings are subsequently measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method. 
Amortised cost is calculated by taking into account any issue costs, and any discount or premium on 
settlement. 

 
 Gains and losses are recognised in the statement of comprehensive income when the liabilities are 

derecognised and as well as through the amortisation process. 
 
(u) Financial assets 
 
 Financial assets in the scope of AASB 139 “Financial Instruments – Recognition and Measurement” are 

classified as either financial assets at fair value through profit or loss, loans and receivables, held to 
maturity investments or available for sale investments as appropriate. When financial assets are 
recognised initially, they are measured at fair value, plus, in the case of investments not at fair value 
through profit or loss, directly attributable transaction costs. The consolidated entity determines the 
classification of its financial assets after initial recognition and, when allowed and appropriate, re-
evaluates the designation at each financial year end. 

 
 Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss 
 

 Financial assets classified as held for trading are included in the category “financial assets at fair value 
through profit or loss”. Financial assets are classified as held for trading if they are acquired for the 
purposes of selling them in the near term. Derivatives are also classified as held for trading unless they 
are designated as effective hedging instruments. Gains and losses on investments held for trading are 
recognised in profit or loss. 
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1. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (continued) 
 
(v) Restoration Costs 
 
 The provision for restoration represents the cost of restoring site damage after the commencement of 

production. The group records the present value of the estimated cost of legal and constructive 
obligations to restore the site, and any associated environmental obligations, in the period in which the 
obligation arises. 

 
 The provision for restoration costs is based on the net present value of estimated future costs, and 

does not include any additional obligations which are expected to arise from future production. The 
estimated costs are determined separately for each operation and are updated annually during the life 
of the operation to reflect known developments, e.g. updated cost estimates and revisions to the 
estimated life of the operation. 

 
 The amortisation or ‘unwinding’ of the discount applied in establishing the net present value of 

provision is charged to the income statement in each accounting period, and is disclosed as a 
financing cost. 

 
 Other changes in the measurement of an existing restoration obligation that result from changes in the 

estimated timing or amount of future costs, or a change in the discount rate, are recognised as an 
adjustment to mine development costs. 

 
(w) Non-Executive Directors’ Retirement Benefits 
 
 Retirement benefits for non-executive directors are calculated on the following basis. After three years 

of service, the directors become entitled to a payment of one year’s fees on retirement, benefits then 
continue to accrue on a pro rata basis up to nine years of service where the maximum benefit is three 
years’ fees on retirement. The resulting liability is measured as the present value of expected future 
payments to be made. Expected future payments are discounted using market yields at the reporting 
date on national government bonds with terms to maturity that match, as closely as possible, the future 
cash outflows. 

 
(x) Trade & Other Payables 
 
 Trade payables and other payables are carried at amortised costs and represent liabilities for goods and 

services provided to the group prior to the end of the financial year that are unpaid and arise when the 
group becomes obliged to make future payments in respect of the purchase of these goods and services. 

 
(y) Trade & Other Receivables 
 

Trade receivables, which generally have 30 to 90 day terms, are carried at nominal amounts due less 
an allowance for any uncollectible amounts. An allowance for doubtful debts is made when there is 
objective evidence that the group will not be able to collect the debts. Financial difficulties of the 
debtor, default payments or debts more than 60 days overdue are considered objective evidence of 
impairment. Bad debts are written off when identified. 

 
(z) Borrowing costs 
 
 Borrowing costs are expensed as incurred except where they relate to the financing of projects under 

construction where they are capitalised up to the date of commissioning or sale. 
 
(aa) Earnings per Share 
 
 Basic EPS is calculated as net profit attributable to ordinary equity holders, adjusted to exclude costs of 

servicing equity (other than dividends) divided by the weighted average number of ordinary shares 
outstanding during the year. 

 
Diluted EPS is calculated as net profit attributable to ordinary equity holders, adjusted for: 
 
- costs of servicing equity (other than dividends); 

 

- the after tax effect of dividends and interest associated with dilutive potential ordinary shares that 
have been recognised as expenses; and 
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1. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (continued) 
 
(aa) Earnings per Share (continued) 
 

- other non-discretionary changes in revenues or expenses during the period that would result from 
the dilution of potential ordinary shares; 
 

divided by the weighted average number of ordinary shares and dilutive potential ordinary shares adjusted 
for any bonus element. 

 
(bb) Contributed equity 
 
 Ordinary share capital is recognised at the fair value of the consideration received by the company. 
 
 Any transaction costs arising on the issue of ordinary shares are recognised directly in equity as a 

reduction of the share proceeds received. 
 
2. Judgements in Applying Accounting Policies and Key Sources of Estimation Uncertainty 
 
(a) Significant accounting judgements 

 

 In the process of applying the group’s accounting policies, management has made the following 
judgements, apart from those involving estimations, which have the most significant effect on the 
amounts recognised in the financial statements: 

 
 Determination of mineral resources and ore reserves 
 

 The group’s policy for estimating its mineral resources and ore reserves requires that the Australian 
Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves 2004 (the ‘JORC 
code’) be used as a minimum standard. The information on mineral resources and ore reserves were 
prepared by or under the supervision of Competent Persons as defined in the JORC code. The 
amounts presented are based on the mineral resources and ore reserves determined under the JORC 
code. 

 
 There are numerous uncertainties inherent in estimating mineral resources and ore reserves and 

assumptions that are valid at the time of estimation may change significantly when new information 
becomes available. 

 
 Changes in the forecast prices of commodities, exchange rates, production costs or recovery rates 

may change the economic status of reserves and may, ultimately, result in the reserves being 
restated. Such changes in reserves could impact on depreciation and amortisation rates, asset 
carrying values and provisions for decommissioning and restoration. 

 
 Capitalisation of exploration and evaluation expenditure 
 

 Under AASB 6 Exploration for and Evaluation of Mineral Resources, the group has the option to either 
expense exploration and evaluation expenditure as incurred, or to capitalise such expenditure 
(provided certain conditions are satisfied). The group has elected, when the conditions in AASB 6 are 
met, to expense these costs as incurred, except for expenditure in relation to areas in production when 
such expenditure is capitalised. 

 
(b) Significant accounting estimates and assumptions 

 

 The carrying amounts of certain assets and liabilities are often determined based on estimates and 
assumptions of future events. The key estimates and assumptions that have a significant risk of 
causing a material adjustment to the carrying amounts of certain assets and liabilities within the next 
annual reporting period are: 

 
 Impairment of capitalised mine development expenditure 
 

 The future recoverability of capitalised mine development expenditure is dependent on a number of 
factors, including the level of proved, probable and inferred mineral resources, future technological 
changes which could impact the cost of mining, future legal changes (including changes to 
environmental restoration obligations) and changes to commodity prices. 
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2. Judgements in Applying Accounting Policies and Key Sources of Estimation Uncertainty 
(continued) 

 
(b) Significant accounting estimates and assumptions (continued) 
 

To the extent that capitalised mine development expenditure is determined not to be recoverable in 
the future, this will reduce profits and net assets in the period in which this determination is made. 
 

 Share-based payment transactions 
 

 The group measures the cost of equity-settled transactions with employees by reference to the fair 
value of the equity instruments at the date at which they are granted. The fair value is determined by 
using the assumptions detailed in Note 23. The accounting estimates and assumptions relating to 
equity-settled transactions will have no impact on the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within 
the next annual reporting period but may impact expenses and equity. 

 
 Impairment of property, plant and equipment 
 

 Property, plant and equipment is reviewed for impairment if there is any indication that the carrying 
amount may not be recoverable. Where a review for impairment is conducted, the recoverable amount 
is assessed by reference to the higher of “value in use” (being the net present value of expected future 
cash flows of the relevant cash generating unit) and “fair value less costs to sell”. 

 
 In determining value in use, future cash flows are based on: 
 

• Estimates of the quantities of ore reserves and mineral resources for which there is a high degree 
of confidence of economic extraction; 
 

• Future production levels; 
 

• Future commodity prices; and 
 

• Future cash costs of production and capital expenditure. 
 
Variations to the expected future cash flows, and the timing thereof, could result in significant changes 
to any impairment losses recognised, if any, which could in turn impact future financial results. 

 
 Provisions for decommissioning and restoration costs 
 

 Decommissioning and restoration costs are a normal consequence of mining and the majority of this 
expenditure is incurred at the end of a mine’s life. In determining an appropriate level of provision 
consideration is given to the expected future costs to be incurred, the timing of these expected future 
costs (largely dependent on the life of the mine), and the estimated future level of inflation. 

 
 The ultimate cost of decommissioning and restoration is uncertain and costs can vary in response to 

many factors including changes to the relevant legal requirements, the emergence of new restoration 
techniques or experience at other mine sites. The expected timing of expenditure can also change, for 
example in response to changes in reserves or to production rates. 

 
 Changes to any of the estimates could result in significant changes to the level of provisioning 

required, which would in turn impact future financial results. 
 
 Recoverability of potential deferred income tax assets 
 

 The group recognises deferred income tax assets in respect of tax losses to the extent that the future 
utilisation of these losses is considered probable. Assessing the future utilisation of these losses 
requires the consolidated entity to make significant estimates related to expectations of future taxable 
income. To the extent that future cash flows and taxable income differ significantly from estimates, this 
could result in significant changes to the deferred income tax assets recognised, which would in turn 
impact future financial results. 
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3. Dividends Paid or Proposed 
 30 June 2010 30 June 2009 
 Cents per 

share 
Total 
$’000 

Cents per 
share 

Total 
$’000 

Fully paid ordinary shares     
Final dividend for the financial year ended 
30 June 2008 (unfranked) 
(record date 15/09/08)   8.0 8,201 
Interim dividend for the financial year ended 
30 June 2009 (unfranked) 
(record date 16/03/09)   6.0 6,180 

    14,381 
     
Final dividend for the financial year ended 
30 June 2009 (unfranked) 
(record date 16/09/2009) 8.0 8,240   
Interim dividend for the financial year ended 
30 June 2010 (unfranked) 
(record date 17/03/10) 2.0 2,013   
  10,253   
     
Dividend declared subsequent to year end     
Final dividend for the financial year ended 
30 June 2010 (unfranked) 
(record date 17/09/10/) 
(refer to note 28) 4.0 4,132   

 
 

The company has a Dividend Reinvestment Plan (DRP) to enable eligible shareholders to re-invest 
dividends in additional Dominion shares. Participation in the plan is entirely optional and shareholders may 
join the plan for some or all of their shareholding subject to a minimum participation of 1,000 shares. The 
issue price for DRP shares will be based on a 5% discount to the average market price of Dominion’s shares 
calculated in accordance with the rules of the DRP. The rules of the DRP are available on the company web 
site at (www.dml.com.au). 
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4. Revenues and Expenses 
 

  CONSOLIDATED 
 

Note 
30 June 2010 

$’000 
30 June 2009 

$’000 
    
    
(a) Revenue  

 Sale of gold  96,817 109,943 
    
 Other revenue    

Finance income - interest  882 2,665 
Dividend received – related party  - - 

  97,699 112,608 
    
(b) Cost of goods sold    

Production costs  57,520 43,830 
Royalties – government mining   3,389 2,554 
Royalties – other corporations  336 1,613 
Depreciation and amortisation*  21,340 13,135 

  82,585 61,132 
    

*Depreciation and amortisation included in cost of 
goods sold 

 

   

 Plant and equipment  4,085 3,140 
 Mine properties  17,255 9,995 
  21,340 13,135 
    
(c) Administration costs    
 Corporate administration  2,487 3,612 
 Operating lease rental  291 275 
 Depreciation  79 76 
  2,857 3,963 
    
(d) Share-based payments to employees  2,160 4,939 
    
(e) Finance costs    

Interest expense  18 29 
Provision discount adjustment - restoration  31 - 

  49 29 
    
(f) Employee benefits    

Included in cost of goods sold  2,951 2,745 
Included in exploration and evaluation 
expenditure 

 
1,979 2,039 

Included in administration costs  1,075 1,691 
Share-based payments  2,160 4,939 

  8,165 11,414 
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5. Income Tax 
 

 

  CONSOLIDATED 
 

Note 
30 June 2010 

$’000 
30 June 2009 

$’000 
 The major components of income tax 

expense/(benefit ) are: 
 

   

 Income Statement    
 Current income tax    
 Current year  (290) 7,469 
 Prior year losses recognised and recouped  - (7,469) 
  (290) - 
 Deferred income tax    
 Relating to recognition of previously unrecognised 

tax losses 
  

- (8,986) 
 Relating to origination and reversal of temporary 

differences 
 

2,297 13,533 
 Adjustment for prior periods  (266) - 
   1,741 4,547 
  
 Income tax expense/(benefit) reported in the 

income statement 

 

1,741 4,547 
    
    
 A reconciliation between tax expense and the 

product of accounting profit/(loss) before income 
tax multiplied by the group’s applicable income tax 
rate is as follows: 

   

    

 Accounting profit/(loss) before income tax 
  

4,515 
 

35,679 
 At the group’s statutory income tax rate of 30% 

(2009: 30%) 
 

1,354 10,704 
 Expenditure not allowable for income tax purposes  653 1,484 
 Losses (recognised)/not recognised  - (7,641) 
 Adjustment for prior periods  (266) - 
 Income tax expense (benefit) reported in the 

income statement 
 

1,741 4,547 
    
 Deferred income tax    
 Deferred income tax at 30 June relates to the 

following: 
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5. Income Tax (continued) 
 

  BALANCE SHEET 
 

INCOME STATEMENT 
 

 
Note 

30 June 2010 
$’000 

30 June 2009 
$’000 

30 June 2010 
$’000 

30 June 2009 
$’000 

 CONSOLIDATED      
 Deferred tax liabilities      
 Capitalised costs in inventory  (284) (258) (26) (24) 
 Property, plant and equipment  (257) - (257)  
 Mine development  (11,110) (8,698) (2,412) (8,698) 
 Resolute royalty  (2,651) (3,015) 364 (3,015) 
 Other  (376) (362) (14) (198) 
      
 Deferred tax assets      
 Property, plant and equipment  - 739 (739) (86) 
 Mine development  - - - (2,571) 
 Fair value change of 

undesignated gold contracts 
 

1,679 1,376 303 585 
 Other  1,329 1,273 56 474 
 Losses available for offset 

against future taxable income 
 

27,997 27,014 984 8,986 
 Gross deferred income tax assets  16,327 18,069   
      
 Deferred tax (expense) benefit    (1,741) (4,547) 
      
 

The Dominion Mining Limited tax consolidated group has estimated unrecouped tax losses of 
$93,323,318 (2009: $90,046,002) and estimated unrecouped net capital losses of $202,355,090 (2009: 
$203,167,028) available to be offset against future taxable income. A deferred tax asset of $27,996,995 
($93,323,318 at 30%) has been recognised by the group on the basis that it is probable that there will be 
future taxable income available against which the tax losses can be utilised (refer note 1 (l)). The deferred 
tax asset on tax losses is reduced by the net deferred tax liability of $11,669,584 arising on temporary 
differences which relate primarily to the deferred tax liability of $11,110,147 on mine development. 
 

6. Trade and Other Receivables (Current) 
 

  CONSOLIDATED 
  30 June 2010 

$’000 
30 June 2009 

$’000 
 Sundry debtors 
 Trade receivables on gold sales 

 2,727 
3,602 

2,364 
2,992 

  6,329 5,356 
 
Terms and conditions of the above financial instruments: 
 
i) Sundry debtors are primarily comprised of GST receivables and diesel fuel tax credits and are non-

interest bearing and have repayment terms between 15 and 60 days. 
 

ii) Trade receivables have payment terms between 2 and 7 days. No amounts are past due. 
 

 Trade receivables and other receivables are carried at nominal amounts due less an allowance for 
any uncollectible amounts. An allowance for doubtful debts is made when there is objective 
evidence that the group will not be able to collect the debts. Financial difficulties of the debtor, 
default payments or debts more than 60 days overdue are considered objective evidence of 
impairment. Bad debts are written off when identified. 
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7. Inventory 
  CONSOLIDATED 
  30 June 2010 

$’000 
30 June 2009 

$’000 
    

Stores inventory  2,482 1,896 
Ore stockpiles  446 587 
Work in progress  611 297 
Gold bullion  675 743 
  4,214 3,523 
Inventory is shown at cost. 
 

   

8. Other Current Assets 
  CONSOLIDATED 
  30 June 2010 

$’000 
30 June 2009 

$’000 
Prepayments   277 181 

 
9. Plant and Equipment 
  CONSOLIDATED 
  30 June 2010 

$’000 
30 June 2009 

$’000 
    

Plant and equipment – mine site     
At cost  53,395 36,585 
Less accumulated depreciation  (23,603) (19,279) 
  29,792 17,306 
Plant and equipment – under finance lease¹    
At cost  307 1,166 
Less accumulated depreciation  (265) (1,038) 
  42 128 
¹ Finance Leases are secured against the 

assets to which they relate. 
 

  
Plant and equipment – other    
At cost  1,328 1,200 
Less accumulated depreciation  (1,065) (734) 
  263 466 

    

Total plant and equipment  30,097 17,900 
 
Reconciliation 

 
 

Reconciliation of the carrying amount of plant and 
equipment at the beginning and end of the current 
financial year:  
  
Plant and equipment – mine site   
Carrying amount at beginning  17,306 9,988 
Additions  5,314 10,048 
Depreciation expense  (3,572) (2,725) 
Transfer*  10,744 - 
Disposals  - (5) 

  29,792 17,306 

 
* Work in Progress relates to the ventilation shaft and mill expansion assets. These assets were disclosed as 

Mine Properties - Work in Progress until each was commissioned in March 2010. At this point the ventilation 
shaft assets ($9,712,000) were transferred to Mine Properties – Mine Development Costs and the mill 
expansion assets ($10,739,000) were transferred to Plant and Equipment - Mine Site. Refer to note 10. 
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9. Plant and Equipment (continued) 
 
  CONSOLIDATED 
  30 June 2010 

$’000 
30 June 2009 

$’000 
Plant and equipment – under finance lease   
Carrying amount at beginning  128 234 
Additions  - - 
Disposals  - (1) 
Depreciation expense  (63) (233) 
Transfer  (23) 128 
  42 128 
Plant and equipment – other   
Carrying amount at beginning  466 603 
Additions  92 260 
Disposals  (20) (11) 
Depreciation expense  (294) (258) 
Transfer  19 (128) 

  263 466 
 
10. Mine Properties 
  CONSOLIDATED 
  30 June 2010 

$’000 
30 June 2009 

$’000 
Mine development costs    
At cost  138,886 103,977 
Less accumulated depreciation  (67,550) (49,810) 
  71,336 54,167 
    
Work in progress    
At cost  - 4,993 
    

Total mine properties  71,336 59,160 
 
Reconciliation 

 
  

Reconciliation of the carrying amount of mine 
properties at the beginning and end of the current 
financial year.   
    
Mine development costs    
Carrying amount at beginning  54,167 29,628 
Additions  25,197 34,546 
Amortisation for the year  (17,740) (9,995) 
Transfers  9,712 (12) 

  71,336 54,167 
 

Work in progress*    
Carrying amount at beginning  4,993 - 
Additions  15,459 4,981 
Amortisation for the year  - - 
Transfers  (20,452) 12 

  - 4,993 
 

* Work in Progress relates to the ventilation shaft and mill expansion assets. These assets were disclosed as 
Mine Properties - Work in Progress until each was commissioned in March 2010. At this point the ventilation 
shaft assets ($9,712,000) were transferred to Mine Properties – Mine Development Costs and the mill 
expansion assets ($10,739,000) were transferred to Plant and Equipment - Mine Site. Refer to note 9. 
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11. Trade and Other Payables (Current) 
  CONSOLIDATED 
  30 June 2010 

$’000 
30 June 2009 

$’000 
 Trade creditors  12,619 11,045 
 

Terms and conditions of the above financial instruments: 
 
(i) Trade creditors are non-interest bearing and are normally settled on 30 day terms. 
 

12. Interest Bearing Loans and Borrowings (Current) 
 

  CONSOLIDATED 
  30 June 2010 

$’000 
30 June 2009 

$’000 
 Hire purchase liability  75 140 

 
Certain motor vehicles and light equipment have been purchased under hire purchase arrangements. 
The term of the hire purchase arrangements varies from 12 to 36 months with an average annual 
interest rate of 8.7% (2009: 7.9%). 

 
13. Provisions (Current) 

 
  CONSOLIDATED 
  30 June 2010 

$’000 
30 June 2009 

$’000 
Employee entitlements    
Annual leave 
Long service leave 

 989 
702 

966 
622 

Retirement benefits for directors*  1,254 1,111 
  2,945 2,699 
 

*Non executive directors are entitled to a retirement benefit which is calculated on years of service and capped at 
three times the director’s annual fee after nine years of service. 

 
14. Interest Bearing Liabilities (Non Current) 

 
  CONSOLIDATED 
  30 June 2010 

$’000 
30 June 2009 

$’000 
 Hire purchase liability  - 75 
 
15. Provisions (Non-Current) 

    
  CONSOLIDATED 
  30 June 2010 

$’000 
30 June 2009 

$’000 
Restoration  1,070 1,039 
   

Reconciliation    
Opening balance  1,039 686 
Additional provision  - 353 
Fair value change  31 - 
Closing balance  1,070 1,039 
 

16. Issued Capital 
  CONSOLIDATED 
  30 June 2010 

$’000 
30 June 2009 

$’000 
   

a) Issued and paid up capital    
 Ordinary shares fully paid  53,530 53,020 
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16. Issued Capital (continued) 
 

   CONSOLIDATED   
  30 June 2010 30 June 2009 
  Shares $’000 Shares $’000 

b) Movements in shares on issue     
 Beginning of the financial year  102,996,351 53,020 102,471,351 52,358 
 Issued during the year      

- Exercise of employee options 
- Dividend re-investment 

 253,000 
77,708 

300 
210 

525,000 
- 

662 
- 

 End of the financial year  103,327,059 53,530 102,996,351 53,020 
 

c) Share options 
 
 The company has a share-based payment option scheme under which options to subscribe for 

the company’s shares have been granted to certain executives and other employees (refer note 
21). 

 
d) Terms and conditions 

 
 Ordinary shares 
 Ordinary shares have the right to receive dividends as declared and, in the event of winding 

up the company, to participate in the proceeds from the sale of all surplus assets in 
proportion to the number of and amounts paid up on shares held. On a show of hands, every 
holder of ordinary shares present at a meeting in person or by proxy, is entitled to one vote, 
and upon a poll each share is entitled to one vote. 

 
 As per the Corporations Act 2001 the company does not have authorised capital and ordinary 

shares do not have a par value. 
 
 Options 
 Option holders do not have any right, by virtue of the option, to participate in any share issue 

of the company or any related body corporate or in the interest issue of any other registered 
scheme. 

 
(e) Capital management 
 
 Capital is defined as shares on issue. The objective is to ensure the entity continues as a 

going concern as well as to maintain optimal returns to shareholders. Other than the issue of 
shares following the exercise of unlisted employee options no shares were issued during the 
current financial year. The company has no current plans to issue further shares other than 
those resulting from the exercise of unlisted employee options. 

 
The group is not subject to any externally imposed capital requirements. 
 

17. Employee Equity Benefits Reserve 
 
This reserve is used to record the value of equity benefits provided to employees and directors as part 
of their remuneration. Movements in this reserve are set out in the statement of changes in equity. 

 
18. Earnings Per Share 

  CONSOLIDATED 
  2010 2009 
  $’000 $’000 
Earnings used in calculating basic and diluted earnings per share 2,774 31,132 

    

Weighted average number of ordinary shares on issue used 
in the calculation of basic earnings per share 

 
103,194,466 102,459,401 

Effect of dilution:    
share options  122,784 178,522 
Weighted average number of ordinary shares adjusted for the 
effect of dilution 

 
103,317,250 102,637,923 
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18. Earnings Per Share (continued) 
 
No options have been exercised since 30 June 2010 and there have been no other transactions 
involving ordinary shares or potential ordinary shares between the reporting date and the date of 
completion of these financial statements. 
 

19. Statement of Cash Flows 
  CONSOLIDATED 
  30 June 2010 

$’000 
30 June 2009 

$’000 
a) Reconciliation of cash   
 Cash balances comprise:   
 Cash at bank 15,875 42,354 

 
For the purpose of the statement of cash flows, cash and cash equivalents consist of cash and cash 
equivalents as defined above, net of outstanding bank overdrafts. Included in cash at bank is 
$1,490,000 of restricted cash against bank guarantees supporting various rehabilitation and 
performance bonds. 

  CONSOLIDATED 
  30 June 2010 

$’000 
30 June 2009 

$’000 
b) Reconciliation of profit after income tax 

to the net cash used in operating 
activities 

   

 Profit after tax  2,774 31,132 
    
 Non cash items    
 Depreciation and amortisation  21,669 13,211 
 Movement in fair value of derivatives  1,010 1,952 
 Share-based payment  2,160 4,939 
 Net (gain) loss on sale of non-current assets  (8) (136) 
 Unwinding of discount on rehabilitation  31 - 
    
 Changes in assets and liabilities 

(increase)/ decrease: 
 

  
 Trade and other receivables  (973) 2,965 
 Inventories  (691) (1,338) 
 Prepayments  (96) 221 
 Deferred tax  1,741 4,547 
 Provisions  253 1,687 
 Trade and other payables  1,568 (3,056) 
 Net cash from/(used in) operating activities 29,438 56,124 

 
c) Bank guarantees 

 
 ANZ provides bank guarantees supporting the South Australian government rehabilitation bond 

requirements against the Challenger Gold Project and various exploration projects. 
 
 NAB provides bank guarantees supporting certain activities associated with the Challenger Gold 

Project. 
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19. Statement of Cash Flows (continued) 
 
c) Bank guarantees (continued) 
 
The underlying securities for these bank guarantees is cash. 

 
  CONSOLIDATED 
 

Note 
30 June 2010 

$’000 
30 June 2009 

$’000 
At balance date, the following financing facilities 
had been negotiated and were available: 

 
  

    
Total facilities:    
Bank guarantee facilities  1,530 1,100 
    
Facilities used at balance date:    
Bank guarantee facilities  1,490 1,010 
    
Facilities unused at balance date:    
Bank guarantee facilities  40 90 
 
d) Non cash financing and investing activities 

 
i) Dividend Re-investment Plan 
 

The company has a dividend reinvestment plan. For details of the plan refer to note 4. 
 

During the year the company issued 77,708 ordinary shares in lieu of cash as consideration 
for dividends which had a value of $209,812. 

 
20. Expenditure Commitments 
  CONSOLIDATED 
  30 June 2010 

$’000 
30 June 2009 

$’000 
(a) Operating leases (non-cancellable):    
 Minimum lease payments    

- not later than one year  371 339 
- later than one year but not later than five 

years 
 

391 360 
- later than five years  - - 

  762 699 
 

The leases are for premises from which the group operates. 
 

(b) Hire purchases 
 

The group has hire purchase contracts for various items of plant and machinery. These 
contracts have terms of renewal but no purchase terms or escalation clauses. Renewals are 
at the option of the specific entity that holds the lease. 
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20. Expenditure Commitments (continued) 
 

Future minimum lease payments under hire purchase contracts together with the present value of the 
net minimum lease payments are as follows: 

 
  2010 2009 

  Minimum 
Lease 

Payments 

Present 
Value of 
Lease 

Payments 

Minimum 
Lease 

Payments 

Present 
Value of 
Lease 

Payments 
  $’000s $’000s $’000s $’000s 

CONSOLIDATED      
Within one year  78 75 150 140 
After one year but not more than five 
years 

 
- - 78 75 

Total minimum lease payments  78 75 228 215 
Less amounts representing future 
finance charges 

 
(3) - (13) - 

Present value of minimum lease 
payments 

 
75 75 215 215 

 
The weighted average interest rate impact in the hire purchase contracts for the Group is 8.7% (2009: 
7.9%). 

 
(c) Exploration tenement expenditure 
 
 In order to maintain current rights of tenure to exploration tenements, Dominion Mining Limited 

and its controlled entities are required to meet the expenditure requirements of the various 
Mines Departments. Based on the current tenement holdings, expenditure commitments over 
the financial year ended 30 June 2011 is estimated to be $7,410,000. These expenditure 
commitments can be reduced by selective relinquishment of interests in the exploration 
tenements or by renegotiation. 

 
21. Employee Entitlements 
 
 

 CONSOLIDATED 

  30 June 2010 
$’000 

30 June 2009 
$’000 

    

(a) Employee benefit liability   
The aggregate employee entitlement liability is 
comprised of: 

  

- Provisions (current) 2,945 2,699 
- Provisions (non-current) - - 

 2,945 2,699 
 

(b) Employee share option plan 
 

 The unlisted options detailed below have been granted to various employees of the 
consolidated entity under the Dominion employee share option plan. The options granted under 
the plan are for no consideration and are exercisable at a fixed price after the vesting dates. The 
options will lapse if not exercised by the exercise date. The options cannot be transferred and 
will not be quoted on the Australian Stock Exchange. 
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21. Employee Entitlements (continued) 
 
(b) Employee share option plan (continued) 

 
The following table details the number (No) and weighted average exercise prices (WAEP) of 
and movements in share options issued during the year: 

 

 2010 2009 
 No WAEP 

$ 
No WAEP 

$ 
Outstanding at the beginning of 
the year 

 
8,563,000 

 
4.64 

 
8,773,000 

 
4.54 

Granted during the year - - 600,000 3.58 
Forfeited during the year (30,000) 4.16 (285,000) 5.01 
Exercised during the year (253,000) 1.19 (525,000) 1.26 
Expired during the year - - - - 
Outstanding at the end of the year 8,280,000 4.76 8,563,000 4.64 

Exercisable at the end of the year 5,724,000 4.50 2,821,000 4.10 
 

The outstanding balance at 30 June 2010 is represented by: 
 

• 1,118,000 options over ordinary shares with an exercise price of $3.60 each, exercisable 
until 5 June 2012. 

• 1,106,000 options over ordinary shares with an exercise price of $3.96 each, exercisable 
until 5 June 2012. 

• 1,106,000 options over ordinary shares with an exercise price of $4.36 each, exercisable 
until 5 June 2012. 

• 1,450,000 options over ordinary shares with an exercise price of $5.00 each, exercisable 
until 19 December 2011. 

• 1,450,000 options over ordinary shares with an exercise price of $5.50 each, exercisable 
until 19 December 2011. 

• 1,450,000 options over ordinary shares with an exercise price of $6.05 each, exercisable 
until 19 December 2011. 

• 600,000 options over ordinary shares with an exercise price of $3.58 each, exercisable until 
1 January 2011. 

 
The weighted average share price during the year was $3.45 (2009: $3.77). 
 
The weighted average remaining contractual life for the share options outstanding at 30 June 
2010 is between 0.5 and 2.0 years (2009: 0.5 to 3.0 years). 
 
The range of exercise prices for options outstanding at the end of the year was $3.60 to $6.05 
(2009: $1.04 to $6.05). 
 
The fair value of the equity-settled share options granted under the option plan is estimated at 
the date of grant using a binomial model taking into account the terms and conditions upon 
which the options were granted. 
 
The following table lists the weighted average inputs to the model used to fair value the 
employee options for the years ended 30 June 2010 and 30 June 2009: 
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21. Employee Entitlements (continued) 
 
(b) Employee share option plan (continued) 

 
 5 Jan ‘09 5 Jun ‘08 26 May ‘08 21 Jan ‘08 
  Tranche 

1 
Tranche 

2 
Tranche 

3 
Tranche 

1 
Tranche 

2 
Tranche 

3 
Tranche 

1 
Tranche 

2 
Tranche 

3 
Dividend yield (%) 4.01 2.86 2.86 2.86 3 3 3 2.13 2.13 2.13 
Expected volatility (%) 65 59 61 60 60 60 59 62 61 60 
Risk-free interest rate (%) 2.7 6.7 6.6 6.6 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.4 6.4 6.4 
Expected life of option (years) 1.5 2.5 3 3.5 3.4 3.6 3.9 2.4 2.9 3.4 
Option exercise price ($) 3.58 3.60 3.96 4.36 3.60 3.96 4.36 5 5.5 6.05 
Weighted average share price 
at grant date ($) 

 
3.49 

 
3.47 

 
3.47 

 
3.47 

 
3.85 

 
3.85 

 
3.85 

 
4.32 

 
4.32 

 
4.32 

 
The expected life of the options is based on historical data and is not necessarily indicative of 
exercise patterns that may occur. The expected volatility reflects the assumption that the 
historical volatility is indicative of future trends, which may also not necessarily be the actual 
outcome. No other features of options granted were incorporated into the measurement of fair 
value. 

 
(c) Performance rights 

 
 No performance rights were granted during the current financial year. 

 
 2010 2009 
 No No 
Outstanding at the beginning of the year 500,000 500,000 
Granted during the year - - 
Forfeited during the year - - 
Exercised during the year - - 
Expired during the year - - 
Outstanding at the end of the year 500,000 500,000 
   

Exercisable at the end of the year - - 
 

On the 24 April 2008 the managing director was granted 500,000 performance rights the 
exercise of which is subject to the achievement of performance hurdles. (The company uses a 
relative total shareholder return (TSR) as the performance hurdle for the LTI plan measured 
against a group of selected peers (Comparator Group). The comparator group will comprise 
companies within the S&P/ASX Gold Index and selected by the Board at the time it meets to 
consider the final entitlement. Relative TSR was selected as the LTI performance hurdle as it 
ensures an alignment between comparative shareholder return and reward for Jonathan 
Shellabear. Performance rights will become exercisable as at 1 February 2011 so long as the 
performance hurdles are satisfied by the company’s TSR over the period (24 April 2008-1 
February 2011) exceeding a growth rate of 5% per annum compounded and the ranking of the 
company is at or above the 50th percentile of the comparator group. At the 50th percentile 
Jonathan Shellabear will be entitled to 50% of the total shares available under the performance 
rights, increasing proportionately to 100% at the 75th percentile. 

 
 The performance rights were granted for no consideration and will only vest if the performance 

hurdles are met. The maturity date of the performance rights is 1 February 2011. Shares will be 
issued for nil consideration on exercise of performance rights. 

 
 Unvested performance rights are forfeited upon cessation of employment with the company 

except in limited circumstances including death, incapacity, redundancy or retirement in which 
case the board has the discretion to allow some or all of the performance rights to be exercised 
or retained. 

 
 The fair value of $1.96 per performance right was calculated using a Monte-Carlo simulation 

model taking into account the terms and conditions under which the rights were granted and 
using the below key assumptions: 
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o Valuation date 24 April 2008 (Date issue of performance rights was approved by 
shareholders). 

o Dominion share price at date of valuation $3.28. 
o Risk free rate 6.73%. 
o Dividend yield 2.7%. 
o Volatility 62%. 

 
22. Financial Risk Management Objectives and Policies 
 
 The group’s principal financial instruments, other than derivatives, comprise hire purchase contracts 

and cash. 
 
 The main purpose of these financial instruments is to raise finance for the group’s operations. 
 
 The group has various other financial instruments such as trade debtors and trade creditors which 

arise directly from its operations. 
 
 The derivative transactions entered into by the group are forward gold sales. The purpose of the 

transactions is to manage the commodity price risk which arises from movements in the spot price of 
gold. 

 
 It is, and has been throughout the period under review, group policy that no speculative trading in 

financial instruments be undertaken. 
 
 The main risks arising from the groups financial instruments is credit risk, commodity price risk, 

interest rate risk and liquidity risk. The board reviews and agrees policies for managing each of these 
risks and they are summarised below. 

 
a) Credit Risk 

 

 Credit risk is the risk that a contracting entity will not complete its obligation under a financial 
instrument that will result in a financial loss to the group. The carrying amount of financial assets 
represents the maximum credit exposure. 

 
 Financial instruments that potentially subject the consolidated entity to concentrations of credit 

risk consist principally of cash deposits, derivatives and receivables. 
 
 The group places its cash deposits and derivatives with high credit-quality financial institutions. 

The cash deposits all mature within three months and attract a rate of interest at normal short-
term money market rates. Receivables balances are monitored on an ongoing basis with the 
results that the parent’s and group’s exposure to bad debts is not significant. There is no history 
of default despite receivables being primarily from two counterparties. 

 
 There are no significant concentrations of credit risk within the group and financial instruments 

are held in financial institutions with good credit ratings to minimise the risk of default of 
counterparties. 

 
b) Commodity Price Risk - Forward Gold Contracts and Diesel Hedging 

 
i) Forward Gold Contracts 
 
 The group’s future revenues are exposed to movements in the gold price. The group may 

from time to time enter into commodity price derivative instruments to manage this exposure. 
 
 The derivative contracts are entered into in accordance with the group’s gold hedge risk 

management policy which establishes the criteria for entering into forward gold contracts. 
 
 At 30 June 2010 the group has forward sold 15,000 ounces of gold at an average price of 

$1,090 per ounce (2009: 26,138 ounces of gold at an average price of $994 per ounce). This 
represents approximately 3% of current gold reserves (2009: 4%). 

 
 The following table displays fluctuations in the fair value of the group’s gold forward contracts 

due to movements in the spot price of gold with all other variables held constant. The 10% 
sensitivity is based on reasonably possible changes, over a financial year, using the 
observed range of actual historical prices for the preceding five year period. 
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22. Financial Risk Management Objectives and Policies (continued) 
 

b) Commodity Price Risk - Forward Gold Contracts and Diesel Hedging (continued) 
 

 IMPACT ON PROFIT 
CONSOLIDATED 

 30 June 2010 
$’000 

30 June 2009 
$’000 

Post-tax gain (loss)   
10% increase in the spot price of gold   
Mark to market movement of the fair value of 
gold forward contracts (3,254) (4,982) 
10% decrease in the spot price of gold   
Mark to market movement of the fair value of 
gold forward contracts 1,268 1,078 

 
 The below table summarises the group’s obligations under gold derivative contracts: 

 
30-Jun-10 
 Contract maturity 
 2011 2012 2013 Total 
$Value $16,350,000 - - $16,350,000
Ounces 15,000 - - 15,000
Av Sale Price/Ounce $1,090 - - $1,090

 
 The mark to market value of the gold derivative contracts at balance date was $5,580,533. 

 
30-Jun-09 
 Contract maturity 
 2010 2011 2012 Total 
$Value $25,982,488 - - $25,982,488 
Ounces 26,138 - - 26,138 
Av Sale Price/Ounce $994 - - $994 

 
The mark to market value of the gold derivative contracts at balance date was $4,588,148. 

 
ii) Diesel Hedging 
 
 On 20 July 2009 a zero cost collar diesel hedge based on Singapore gas oil 0.5% sulphur was 

entered into. The call option strike is A$0.7550/litre with a put option strike of A$0.6224/litre. 
The hedge which covers a 23 month period commencing August 2009 is for 3,500 barrels 
(556,500 litres) per month, approximately 74% of monthly diesel usage at the Challenger mine 
site. 

 
The mark to market value of the zero cost collar diesel hedge at balance date was $17,359. 
 

c) Interest Rate Risk 
 

The group's exposure to market interest rates relate to hire purchase agreements with interest 
rates fixed, the investment of surplus funds into the short term money market on 30 to 60 day 
terms with interest rates fixed and operating bank accounts with variable interest rates. 
 
The following sensitivity analysis is based on the variable interest rate risk exposures in 
existence at balance date. It is assumed that the balance at the reporting date is representative 
for the year as a whole. 
 
At 30 June 2010, with an interest rate movement based on management’s expectations as 
illustrated in the table below, with all other variables held constant, post tax profit would have 
been affected as follows: 
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22. Financial Risk Management Objectives and Policies (continued) 
 

c) Interest Rate Risk (continued) 

 
Post Tax Profit 
Higher/(Lower) 

 CONSOLIDATED 
 30 June 10 30 June 09 
 $’000 $’000 
+0.5% (50 basis points) 79 54 
-0.5% (50 basis points) (79) (54) 

 
At balance date the group and company’s exposure to interest rate risks on financial assets and 
liabilities are as follows: 
 CONSOLIDATED 
 30 June 10 30 June 09 
 $’000 $’000 
Financial Assets   
Cash 15,875 42,354 
 15,875 42,354 
   

Net exposure 15,875 42,354 
 

d) Liquidity Risk 
 
 The group’s liquidity position is managed to ensure that sufficient funds are available to meet its 

financial commitments in a timely and cost effective manner. 
 
 Management monitors rolling forecasts of the group’s liquidity reserve on the basis of expected 

cash flow. The table below reflects a balanced view of cash inflows and outflows and shows the 
implied risk based on those values. Trade payables and other financial liabilities originate from 
the financing of assets used in the group’s ongoing operations. These assets are considered in 
the group's overall liquidity risk. 

 
 Management continually reviews the groups liquidity position including cash flow forecasts to 

determine the forecast liquidity position and maintain appropriate liquidity levels. 
 
 The table below analyses the groups and company’s financial liabilities into relevant maturity 

groupings based on the remaining period from the balance sheet date to the contractual 
maturity date. 

 
30 June 2010 Maturity 
CONSOLIDATED < 1 year >1 to <2 

Years 
>2 to 5 
Years 

Total 

 $’000 $’000 $’000 $’000 
Financial Liabilities     
Trade and other payables 12,619 - - 12,619
Interest bearing loans and borrowings 78 - - 78
Derivatives 5,598 - - 5,598
 18,295 - - 18,295

 
30 June 2009 Maturity 
CONSOLIDATED < 1 year >1 to <2 

Years 
>2 to 5 
Years 

Total 

 $’000 $’000 $’000 $’000 
Financial Liabilities     
Trade and other payables 11,045 - - 11,045 
Interest bearing loans and borrowings 150 78 - 228 
Derivatives 4,588 - - 4,588 
 15,783 78 - 15,861 
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22. Financial Risk Management Objectives and Policies (continued) 
 

e) Fair values 
 

The directors have performed a review of the financial assets and liabilities as at 30 June 2010 
and have concluded that the fair value of those assets and liabilities are not materially different 
to book values. The methods and assumptions used to estimate the fair value of financial 
instruments were: 
 
• Cash - The carrying amount is fair value due to the liquid nature of these assets. 
• Receivables/payables - Due to the short term nature of these financial rights and obligations, 

their carrying values are estimated to represent their fair values. 
• Gold forward contracts - Fair value is established by using market accepted valuation 

techniques. 
• Finance lease liability – The fair value is the present value of minimum lease payments. 

 
23. Parent Entity Information 

 
 2010 2009 

Information relating to Dominion Mining Limited: $’000 $’000 

Current assets  8,632 34,707 
Total assets  72,047 73,592 
Current liabilities  2,446 2,081 

Total liabilities  2,446 2,081 

Net Assets 69,601 71,511 
   
Issued capital 53,530 53,020 
Retained earnings 5,051 9,631 
Employee equity benefits reserve 11,020 8,860 
Total shareholders’ equity 69,601 71,511 

Profit or (loss) of the parent entity 
Total comprehensive income of the parent entity 

5,673 
- 

19,177 
- 

 
A deed of cross guarantee was entered into by all companies on 14 December 1999. The companies 
which entered into the deed of cross guarantee are collectively referred to as the closed group. The 
effect of the deed is that Dominion Mining Limited has guaranteed to pay all debts and liabilities of each 
of the participating controlled entities. The controlled entities have given a similar guarantee to Dominion 
Mining Limited. Pursuant to Class Order 98/1418 these controlled entities have been given relief from 
the Corporations Act 2001 requirements to prepare and lodge audited financial reports. The consolidated 
income statement and consolidated balance sheet represent the “Closed Group” accounts. 
 
Tax consolidation 
 

The financial statements for Dominion Mining Limited and its controlled entities have been prepared 
on the basis that the group has consolidated for tax purposes from 1 July 2003. Dominion Mining 
Limited is the head entity of the tax consolidated group. The financial statements have been prepared 
on the basis that, under UIG Interpretation 1052 “Tax Consolidation Accounting”, the group has used a 
group allocation approach and allocated the current and deferred tax amounts for the group to each 
entity in the group. 
 
Nature of the tax funding agreement 
 

Members of the tax consolidated group have entered into a tax funding agreement. The tax funding 
agreement requires tax payable by the head entity attributed to the subsidiary operations to be 
recognised via an intercompany receivable which is at call. 
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23. Parent Entity Information (continued) 
 
Tax consolidation contributions 
 

Dominion Mining Limited has recognised the following amounts as tax-consolidation contribution 
adjustments: 
  Parent 
  30 June 2010 

$’000 
30 June 2009 

$’000 
Total increase to intercompany assets  2,097 5,104 

 
The following are controlled entities at 30 June and have been included in the consolidated financial 
statements. The financial year of the controlled entities is the same as that of Dominion Mining 
Limited. 

 
   Beneficial Percentage held 

by The Consolidated Entity 
Book Value of 

Investment 

Controlled Entity Entity Holding Investment 
Principal 
Activity 

30 June 2010 
% 

30 June 2009 
% 

30 June 2010 
$’000 

30 June 2009 
$’000 

Incorporated in Australia:      
Dominion Copper Pty Limited Dominion Mining Limited Dormant 100 100 - - 
Dominion Metals Pty Limited Dominion Mining Limited Dormant 100 100 - - 
Gawler Gold Mining Pty 
Limited 

Dominion Mining Limited Investment 100 100 - - 

Dominion Gold Operations 
Pty Limited 

Gawler Gold Mining Pty 
Limited 

Mining and 
exploration 

100 100 - - 

Quadrio Resources Pty 
Limited 

Dominion Mining Limited Exploration 100 100 - - 

 
Investments in controlled entities are in ordinary shares. 
 

24. Director and Executive Disclosures 
 
Compensation of Key Management Personnel 

 Consolidated 
 2010 

$ 
2009 

$ 
Key Management Personnel   
Short-term 1,660,227 1,491,824 
Post-employment 330,541 1,170,018 
Share Based Payments 940,669 1,599,029 
 2,931,437 4,260,871 

 
Options held by key management personnel 
 
June 2010 

Key Management Personnel 
Held at 

1 July 2009 

Granted during 
the year as 

remuneration Exercised 
Held at 30 
June 2010 

Vested and 
exercisable 
at 30 June 

2010 

% of 
options 
vested 

Specified Directors      
P C Joseph - - - 
J Gaskell - - - 
J N Shellabear 1,050,000 - 1,050,000 700,000 66% 
P Alexander - - - - - - 
R A Coyle 250,000 - 250,000 - - - 
     
Specified Executives      
A Poustie 600,000 - 600,000 450,000 75% 
P Bamford 600,000 - 600,000 450,000 75% 
TOTAL 2,500,000 - 250,000 2,250,000 1,600,000 71% 
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24. Director and Executive Disclosures (continued) 
 
June 2009 

Key Management Personnel 
Held at 

1 July 2008 

Granted during 
the year as 

remuneration Exercised 
Held at 30 
June 2009 

Vested and 
exercisable 
at 30 June 

2009 

% of 
options 
vested 

Specified Directors      
P C Joseph - - - 
J Gaskell - - - 
J N Shellabear 1,050,000 - 1,050,000 350,000 33% 
P Alexander 300,000 - 300,000 - - - 
R A Coyle 400,000 - 150,000 250,000 250,000 100% 
     
Specified Executives      
A Poustie 450,000 150,000 600,000 150,000 25% 
P Bamford 450,000 150,000 600,000 150,000 25% 
TOTAL 2,650,000 300,000 450,000 2,500,000 900,000 36% 

 
Performance Rights held by key management personnel 
 
June 2010 

Key Management Personnel 
Held at 

1 July 2009 

Granted during 
the year as 

remuneration Exercised 
Held at 30 
June 2010 

Vested and 
exercisable 
at 30 June 

2010 

% of 
performance 
rights vested 

Specified Directors      
P C Joseph - - - - - - 
J Gaskell - - - - - - 
J N Shellabear 500,000 - - 500,000 - - 
P Alexander - - - - - - 
R A Coyle - - - - - - 
    - - - 
Specified Executives  -    
A Poustie - - - - - - 
P Bamford - - - - - - 

TOTAL 500,000 - - 500,000 - - 
 
June 2009 

Key Management Personnel 
Held at 

1 July 2008 

Granted during 
the year as 

remuneration Exercised 
Held at 30 
June 2009 

Vested and 
exercisable 
at 30 June 

2009 

% of 
performance 
rights vested 

Specified Directors      
P C Joseph - - - - - - 
J Gaskell - - - - - - 
J N Shellabear 500,000 - - 500,000 - - 
P Alexander - - - - - - 
R A Coyle - - - - - - 
   - - - 
Specified Executives  -    
A Poustie - - - - - - 
P Bamford - - - - - - 

TOTAL 500,000 - - 500,000 - - 
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24. Director and Executive Disclosures (continued) 
 
Share holdings of key management personnel 
 
 Fully Paid Ordinary Shares 

2010 
Held at  

1 July 2009 
Received during the 

year on the exercise of 
options 

Other changes 
during the year 

Held at  
30 June 2010 

Specified Directors     
P C Joseph 9,485,727 - - 9,485,727 
J Gaskell 65,000 - 482 65,482 
P Alexander 365,000 - (249,148) 115,852 
R A Coyle 45,739 250,000 (175,457) 120,282 
J N Shellabear 55,000 - 408 55,408 
     
Specified Executives     
A Poustie 25,000 - 186 25,186 
P Bamford 257,285 - - 257,285 

TOTAL 10,298,751 250,000 (423,529) 10,125,222 
  
 Fully Paid Ordinary Shares 

2009 
Held at  

1 July 2008 
Received during the 

year on the exercise of 
options 

Other changes 
during the year 

Held at  
30 June 2009 

Specified Directors     
P C Joseph 11,195,014 - (1,709,287) 9,485,727 
J Gaskell 65,000 -  65,000 
P Alexander 326,428 300,000 (261,428) 365,000 
R A Coyle 49,397 150,000 (153,658) 45,739 
J N Shellabear 55,000 - - 55,000 
     
Specified Executives     
A Poustie 25,000 - - 25,000 
P Bamford 259,285 - (2,000) 257,285 

TOTAL 11,975,124 450,000 (2,126,373) 10,298,751 
 

All equity transactions with key management personnel, other than those arising from the exercise of 
remuneration options, have been entered into under terms and conditions no more favourable than 
those the group would have adopted if dealing at arm’s length. 
 
Loans to key management personnel 
 
There were no loans to key management personnel during the period. 
 
Other transactions and balances with key management personnel 
 
There were no transactions or balances with key management personnel other than those disclosed in 
the remuneration report of the Director’s Report. 
 

25. Auditor’s Remuneration 
 

 CONSOLIDATED 
 30 June 2010 

$ 
30 June 2009 

$ 
The auditor of Dominion Mining Limited is Ernst & Young 
 

  

Amounts received or due and receivable by Ernst & Young 
for: 

  

- auditing the accounts 136,810 130,295 
- other services - - 

 136,810 130,295 
Ernst & Young received no other benefits. 
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26. Segment Information 
 
 The group has identified its operating segments based on the internal reports that are reviewed and 

used by the chief executive officer and his management team in assessing performance and in 
determining the allocation of resources. 

 
The accounting policies applied for internal reporting purposes are consistent with those applied in the 
preparation of the financial statements. 

  
Dominion Mining Limited and its controlled entities operate in one operating segment, being the 
mining industry in Australia. 

 
During the year Dominion Mining Limited produced gold from one operation being the Challenger Gold 
Mine. The group sold the gold produced from the Challenger Gold Mine to two separate counter 
parties on a 83/17 percent basis. (2009: Gold produced was sold to one counter party). 

 
27. Contingent Liabilities 
 
 Native title claims have been made with respect to areas which include tenements in which controlled 

entities of Dominion Mining Limited have interests. These controlled entities are unable to determine the 
prospects for success or otherwise of the claims and, in any event, whether or not and to what extent the 
claims may significantly affect them or their projects. 

 
28. Events after the Balance Sheet Date 
 
 On 27 August 2010 the directors declared a final unfranked dividend of 4 cents per share. The record 

date for the dividend was17 September 2010 to be paid on 30 September 2010 (refer to note 3). 
 
 Except for the events noted above, no matter or circumstance has arisen that has significantly affected, 

or may significantly affect, the operations of Dominion Mining Limited and its controlled entities, the 
results of those operations or the state of affairs of Dominion Mining Limited and its controlled entities 
in subsequent years that is not otherwise disclosed in the consolidated financial statements. 

 
29. Interests In Joint Ventures 
 
 The consolidated entity has the following interests in exploration joint venture arrangements: 
 

 
NAME 

 
BALANCE DATE 

OWNERSHIP INTEREST HELD BY 
CONSOLIDATED ENTITY 

  2010 2009 
Sandstone joint venture 30 June 90% 90% 
Maralinga joint venture 30 June 90% 90% 

 
 Principal Activities 
 

 As the minority parties are free carried during the exploration phase the joint ventures have zero assets 
and liabilities. 
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In accordance with a resolution of the directors of Dominion Mining Limited, I state that: 
 
1) in the opinion of the directors: 
 

a) the financial report and the additional disclosures included in the directors’ report designated as 
audited, of Dominion Mining Limited and of the consolidated entity are in accordance with the 
Corporations Act 2001, including: 

 
i) giving a true and fair view of Dominion Mining Limited’s and the consolidated entity’s financial 

position as at 30 June 2010 and of their performance for the year ended on that date; 
 

ii) complying with Accounting Standards and the Corporations Regulations 2001; 
 

b) there are reasonable grounds to believe that Dominion Mining Limited will be able to pay its debts 
as and when they become due and payable. 

 
c) the financial statements and notes also comply with International Financial Reporting Standards as 

disclosed in note 1. 
 
2) This declaration has been made after receiving the declarations required to be made to the directors in 

accordance with section 295A of the Corporations Act 2001 for the financial year ending 30 June 2010. 
 
3) In the opinion of the directors, as at the date of this declaration, there are reasonable grounds to believe 

that the members of the closed group identified in note 12 will be able to meet any obligations or liabilities 
to which they are or may become subject, by virtue of the deed of cross guarantee. 

 
 
On behalf of the Board: 
 

 
 
P C JOSEPH 
Director 
 
 
Date: 29 September 2010 
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Distribution of Security Holders and Securities held as at 27 September 2010 
 
Fully Paid Ordinary Shares 
 

Size of Holdings Number of Holders Number of Shares % 
1  -  1,000 2,008 1,106,719 1.07 

1,001  -  5,000 3,045 7,538,444 7.29 
5,001  -  10,000 815 6,301,753 6.10 

10,001  -  100,000 620 16,583,796 16.15 
100,001  -  and over 55 71,796,347 69.49 

Totals 6,543 103,327,059 100.000 
    

Shareholders holding less than an 
unmarketable parcel of shares  

441   

 
Issued Shares 
 
There are 103,327,059 fully paid ordinary shares on issue as at 27 September 2010 held by 6,543 
shareholders. 
 
Voting Rights 
 
Each fully paid ordinary share’s voting rights are on a show of hands or on a poll - one vote for every 
share held. 
 
There are no voting rights attached to options. 
 
Substantial Shareholders as at 27 September 2010 
 
Yandal Investments Pty Ltd  11,300,000 10.9% 
Lujeta Pty Ltd 10,000,000 9.7% 
P C Joseph  9,485,727 9.2% 
GAM International Growth Fund 7,000,000 6.8% 
 
Employee Options (unlisted) as at 27 September 2010 
 
Number of Options Exercise Price Expiry Date 

1,053,000 $3.60 5 June 2012 
1,041,000 $3.96 5 June 2012 
1,041,000 $4.36 5 June 2012 
1,390,000 $5.00 19 December 2011 
1,390,000 $5.50 19 December 2011 
1,390,000 $6.05 19 December 2011 

600,000 $3.58 1 January 2011 
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Top 20 Holdings as at 27 September 2010 
Number of 

Shares % 
HSBC CUSTODY NOMINEES (AUSTRALIA) LIMITED 15,234,443 14.74% 

J P MORGAN NOMINEES AUSTRALIA LIMITED 12,328,776 11.93% 

LUJETA PTY LTD  <THE MARGARET ACCOUNT> 11,400,000 11.03% 

YANDAL INVESTMENTS PTY LTD 11,159,718 10.80% 

NATIONAL NOMINEES LIMITED 4,918,943 4.76% 

JP MORGAN NOMINEES AUSTRALIA LIMITED  <CASH INCOME A/C> 2,782,006 2.69% 

CITICORP NOMINEES PTY LIMITED 2,111,474 2.04% 

MR GEOFFREY JOHN PAUL  <G & J SUPER FUND A/C> 1,062,434 1.03% 

MASEPI SUPERANNUATION PTY LTD 750,000 0.73% 

MR BORIS SHERBAN  <SHERBAN SUPER FUND A/C> 609,000 0.59% 

ANZ NOMINEES LIMITED  <CASH INCOME A/C> 555,609 0.54% 

THE AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL UNIVERSITY 554,075 0.54% 

HSBC CUSTODY NOMINEES (AUSTRALIA) LIMITED-GSCO ECA 551,263 0.53% 

MR ROBERT CROPLEY PAUL 457,942 0.44% 

MR MALCOLM THOMAS PRICE& MRS MAYUMI  PRICE  <M & M SUPERFUND A/C> 450,000 0.44% 

BERNE NO 21 PTY LTD 425,000 0.41% 
DR KWOK CHING CHOW & MRS CHAN PIK YUN PEGGY CHOW  <EST CHO-POON 
CHOW A/C> 383,683 0.37% 

MR MAXWELL ALFRED KIPPE  <KIPPE SUPER FUND A/C> 346,010 0.33% 

DR JOHN LARKING  <LARKING FAMILY FUND A/C> 300,000 0.29% 

ROSS SUTHERLAND PROPERTIES PTY LTD  <SUTHERLAND FAMILY S/F A/C> 292,000 0.28% 
   
 66,672,376 64.51% 
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 RESOURCES RESERVES   
SHOOT/LEVEL CATEGORY TONNES GRADE CONTAINED 

OUNCES CATEGORY TONNES GRADE CONTAINED 
OUNCES NOTES  (g/t Au)  (g/t Au) 

Underground Development      
M1 1065 Crown Pillar Measured 21,000 9.6 6,480 Proven 23,000 7.6 5,620 2 
M1 below 400m RL (inc broken stocks) 
to 360m RL Measured 19,450 7.0 4,370 Proven 23,000 5.7 4,220 2/3 

M1 360m RL – 180m RL Indicated 166,300 6.5 34,510 Probable 198,000 5.2 33,230 3 
SUB-TOTAL  206,750 6.8 45,360  244,000 5.5 43,070  
M1 180m RL – -200m RL Inferred 351,000 6.5 72,900       3 
             
M1 Shadow Zone 760m RL - 740m RL Measured 3,300 10.1 1,070 Proven 4,240 6.9 940 3 
M1 Shadow Zone 800m RL - 760, 680 - 
660m RL Indicated 15,100 8.4 4,070 Probable 12,000 6.9 2,660 3 

SUB-TOTAL  18,400 8.7 5,140  16,240 6.9 3,600  
M1 Shadow Zone 900m RL – 800m RL Inferred 25,000 8.4 6,780       3 
              
M2 1000 - 940, 840 - 800, 440 - 400m 
RL Measured 241,500 6.0 46,760 Proven 239,320 5.8 44,540 2 

M2 1120 - 1000, 940 - 840, 780 - 440, 
400 - 220m RL Indicated 1,403,000 5.7 256,140 Probable 1,248,900 5.7 229,870 2/3 

SUB-TOTAL  1,644,500 5.7 302,900  1,488,220 5.7 274,410  
M2 220m RL – -200m RL Inferred 1,119,000 8.1 291,500       3 
              
M3 Above (1135m RL) Measured 16,000 8.5 4,370 Probable 12,000 7.3 2,820 1 
M3 1070m RL - 990m RL, 805mRL – 
770m RL Measured 24,400 5.2 4,060 Proven 28,810 4.3 3,940 4 

M3 980 – 800, 780 – 600, 560 – 400m 
RL Indicated 250,100 7.7 61,560 Probable 264,740 6.9 58,820 4 

M3 1072 - 980m RL400 – 275m RL Indicated 82,400 4.5 11,910       4 
SUB-TOTAL  372,900 6.8 81,900  305,550 6.7 65,580  
M3 275m RL - -100m RL Inferred 153,500 4.4 21,900     0 4 
              
Challenger West Surface to 1000m RL Indicated 63,300 11.1 22,540 Probable 85,500 8.3 22,780 5* 
Challenger West 1000 - 800m RL Indicated 87,300 18.8 52,690  0 0.0 0 5 
SUB-TOTAL  150,600 15.5 75,230  85,500 8.3 22,780  
Challenger West 1000 - 700m RL Inferred 23,000 34.1 25,000  0 0.0 0 5 
 

Open Pit Development 
SEZ Shoot Indicated 133,000 2.6 11,120 Probable 13,000 4.8 2,000 4 
 

Challenger Area “shallow” deposits 
Challenger 3 above 1120m RL Indicated 16,000 2.9 1,490    5 
SUB-TOTAL  16,000  1,490     
         

TOTAL Measured 309,650 6.3 62,740 Proven 318,370 5.8 59,260  
 Indicated 2,232,500 6.4 460,400 Probable 1,834,140 6.0 352,180  
 Inferred 1,671,500 7.8 418,080      
          
Stockpiles        
ROM Measured 5,300 5.2 890 Proven 5,340 6.5 890 
Low grade ROM Measured 3,500 2.3 250 Proven 3,500 1.5 250 
Low Grade Stockpile Measured 148,200 1.7 7,860 Proven 148,200 1.7 7,860 
SUB-TOTAL  157,000 1.8 9,000  157,040 2.1 9,000 
         

OVERALL TOTALS Measured 315,000 6.3 63,630 Proven 323,710 5.8 60,150 
 Indicated 2,232,500 6.4 460,400 Probable 1,834,140 6.0 352,180 
 Inferred 1,671,500 7.8 418,080      
 Measured LG 151,700 1.7 8,110 Proven LG 151,700 1.7 8,110 
 TOTAL 4,370,700 6.8 950,220  TOTAL 2,309,550 5.7 420,440 6 
Gold in plant circuit        1,210 
TOTAL RESERVES        421,650 
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Notes 
1. Based on a 3D Block Model by Dominion Gold Operations (DGO).  A top cut of 180 g/t Au has been applied. 
2. Based on close spaced grade control data and detailed stope designs carried out by DGO. 
3. Based on a ‘generic’ approach which takes into account both historic reconciled data from underground mining, 

using a 180 g/t Au top cut, and continuity of orebody geometry as interpreted from both drilling and underground 
development.  This approach, developed by DGO, to deal with the unusual, but very consistent, folded geometry of 
the ore shoots, is considered to be a more accurate basis for estimation than traditional block modelling. 

4. Based on 3D Block Models by DGO.  Underground M3 Shoot reserve estimated applying a 2 g/t cut off grade and a 
180 g/t top cut.  SEZ Shoot open pit optimisation based on a resource using a 0.5 g/t cut off grade and a 5 g/t top 
cut. 

5. Based on 3D Block Models by DGO.  Top cut of 80 g/t Au has been applied. 
5* Mining width is greater than ore width – no ore loss expected. 
6. Resources are inclusive of Reserves. 
 
ATTRIBUTION 
The information in this report that relates to Exploration Results, Mineral Resources or Ore Reserves is based on information compiled by 
Peter Bamford, Tony Poustie and Paul Androvic who are full-time employees of the Company, members of the Australasian Institute of 
Mining and Metallurgy.  Peter Bamford, Tony Poustie and Paul Androvic have sufficient experience, which is relevant to the style of 
mineralisation and type of deposit under consideration and to the activity, which they are undertaking to qualify as Competent Persons as 
defined in the 2004 Edition of the ‘Australasian Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves’.  Peter 
Bamford, Tony Poustie and Paul Androvic, consent to the inclusion in the report of the matters based on their information in the form and 
context in which it appears. 
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The board of directors endorses the need for and continued maintenance of the highest standards of 
corporate governance practices and ethical conduct by all directors and employees of Dominion Mining 
Limited and its controlled entities. This statement outlines the corporate governance practices currently in 
place which comply with Corporate Governance Principles and Recommendations as required under 
Rule 4.10.3 of the ASX Listing Rules. 
 
The board recognises that it is the responsibility of both the directors and management to carry out their 
functions with a view to maximising the long-term financial performance of Dominion Mining Limited for 
the benefit of shareholders. 
 
The board will continue to review and develop its corporate governance practices and the corporate 
governance section of the website will be updated with policies and procedures as they are formally 
adopted by the company. 
 
The Role of the Board 
 
The board is ultimately accountable to shareholders for the overall management and performance of 
Dominion Mining Limited and is responsible for a continuing high standard of governance within Dominion 
Mining Limited with a clear responsibility for: 
 
• providing direction for and approving and reviewing strategic plans and objectives; 
 

• establishing goals for senior executives and regularly review their performance against these goals; 
 

• overseeing and monitoring financial performance, the integrity of internal controls and reporting on a 
regular and timely basis to shareholders to ensure trading in Dominion shares takes place in an 
informed market; 

 

• monitoring regulatory compliance and ensure the company acts legally, ethically and responsibly; 
 

• the appointment, performance assessment, remuneration and if necessary removal of directors and 
senior executives including the managing director, chief financial officer and company secretary. 

 
The board has established a formal charter setting out its main responsibilities and code of conduct. 
 
Matters necessary for the day-to-day management of the company are delegated to senior executives 
who have the authority and responsibility for planning, directing and controlling designated business units 
within the company consistent with plans and budgets approved by the board. The board has approved 
delegated authority limits for senior executives which are reviewed on a regular basis. 
 
The board has also delegated specific responsibilities to board committees to deal with particular matters. 
 
The board meets on a regular basis throughout each year and schedules a number of meetings at the 
Challenger mine site. 
 
At each board meeting the board reviews in detail all aspects of the company’s business. This process 
also includes presentations from senior executives on results of their designated business units and the 
company’s overall performance. 
 
Non executive directors are encouraged to have direct dialogue with the company’s executives and the 
chairman and managing director also confer on a regular basis. 
 
Composition of the Board 
 
The board represents a broad range of skills and experience and currently consists of five people, three 
non-executive directors (including the chairman, who has the casting vote) and two executive directors. 
 
New directors have formal agreements governing their employment. These agreements outline: 
 
• remuneration; 
 

• term of appointment; 
 

• expectations in relation to attendance at meetings; 
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• expectations and procedures in relation to other directorships; 
 

• procedures in relation to conflicts of interest; 
 

• insurance and indemnity arrangements; 
 

• compliance with governance policies; and 
 

• confidentiality and access to information. 
 
Directors have an appropriate range of expertise and technical and commercial skills relevant to the 
business and have the commitment to adequately discharge their duties and responsibilities associated 
with the position. 
 
One third of directors other than the managing director, are required to retire and stand for re-election by 
shareholders every year. Any director appointed to fill a casual vacancy must submit themselves to 
shareholders for election at the next Annual General Meeting. 
 
Details of the qualifications and experience of each director are disclosed in the Directors’ Report. 
 
To assist in their deliberations on issues arising in the course of their duties, any director of the board with 
the chairman’s approval may seek at the company’s expense, professional external advice as considered 
necessary. 
 
When considering any matters that may have a potential conflict of interest, involved directors withdraw 
from all deliberations concerning the matter. 
 
Executive directors are prohibited from holding external directorships except with the prior approval of the 
board. 
 
A policy has been adopted by the board establishing guidelines under which directors, executives and 
employees may trade in the shares of the company. These guidelines restrict the times as to when 
directors, executives and employees may purchase or sell shares and also prohibits short term 
speculative trading. 
 
The company has in place a Code of Conduct that establishes the guidelines for the conduct of directors, 
senior executives and employees. The Code of Conduct provides a benchmark for ethical behaviour to 
assist the company to maintain the trust and confidence of all of its stakeholders. 
 
The Code of Conduct deals with: 
 
• ethical behaviour; 
 

• conflicts of interest; 
 

• prohibition on insider trading; 
 

• prohibition on making unauthorised gains; 
 

• non-disclosure of confidential information; 
 

• equal opportunity; 
 

• fair dealing; 
 

• health and safety; 
 

• protection and use of company assets; 
 

• prohibition on making unauthorised public statements. 
 
Remuneration Policy 
 
The remuneration of directors and executives is set with the overall objective for the retention of a high 
quality board and executive team, to maximise value of the shareholders’ investment. The full detail of 
directors’ and executives’ remuneration is set out in the Director’s Report contained in this Annual Report. 
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Non-executive directors’ fees are determined within an aggregate directors’ fee pool limit of $350,000 
approved by shareholders in 1990. Non-executive directors are entitled to a retirement benefit which is 
calculated on years of service and capped at three times the director’s annual fee after nine years of 
service. 
 
Non-executive directors receive fees which reflect their skills, responsibility and time commitment in the 
discharge of their duties. 
 
The chairman of the board is responsible for determining the process for evaluating board performance. 
Evaluations are normally conducted annually and include self assessment by each director and peer 
review of their performance during the year. In addition, the performance of the board as a whole and 
each of its committees are reviewed annually against the requirements of their respective charters and 
the overall performance of the company. In the year ended 30 June 2010 the board, through the 
remuneration committee, undertook an evaluation of its performance with the review conducted internally 
in accordance with the principles outlined above. 
 
The executive salary can be packaged and includes cash component and other remuneration including 
superannuation and other benefits such as motor vehicles. 
 
Other than for the incumbent managing director, Jonathan Shellabear, no component of the other 
executive’s salary is at risk as the company has not set specific performance targets which alter the 
executive remuneration. Whilst the company does not have a formal cash incentive or bonus scheme for 
the other executives, discretionary cash bonuses, retention bonuses and options may be issued from time 
to time, to reflect the performance of the consolidated entity. 
 
Directors and senior executives are not permitted to trade in financial products associated with the 
company’s shares that limit the risk of a fall in value of any unvested equity entitlement awarded to them. 
 
External remuneration consultants provide analysis and advice to ensure executive remuneration 
packages reflect relevant employment market conditions. 
 
All senior executives have formal agreements governing their employment. These agreements outline: 
 
• job description; 
 

• remuneration; 
 

• compliance with governance policies; 
 

• notice and rights on termination. 
 
Further details on these are set out in the remuneration section of the directors’ report. 
 
The board through the remuneration committee reviews the performance of senior executives including 
the managing director on an annual basis. The senior executive is evaluated against the performance of 
the business unit they have responsibility for and the overall performance of the company. The 
performance criteria include technical, financial and corporate responsibilities including health and safety 
components. Performance reviews were carried out in December 2009 taking into account the 
performance criteria outlined above. 
 
Risk Management and Internal Controls 
 
Policies, procedures and systems of internal controls which outline and monitor, amongst other things, 
workplace health and safety standards, environmental standards, employee and community relations, 
insurance and risk management decisions are in place. The board is of the view that it is crucial for all 
directors and executives to be a part of this process, and as such the board has not established a 
separate risk management committee. 
 
So that the board is aware of the current status of Dominion Mining Limited and its controlled entities and 
to enable informed decisions to be made, the board regularly reviews operating and financial information. 
The board also visits the company’s operations at the Challenger mine site on a regular basis. 
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Where appropriate, competent external advice is obtained by management to audit proposals prior to 
presentation to and decision by the board. 
 
The board has a number of mechanisms in place to ensure that management’s objectives and activities 
are aligned with the risks identified by the board. These include the following: 
 
• Implementation of board approved operating plans and budgets and board monitoring of the progress 

both of a financial and non-financial nature against these budgets. 
 
• The establishment of a committee to report on and monitor environmental and occupational health and 

safety matters. 
 
• The establishment of a gold hedge risk management policy which establishes the criteria for selling 

forward against future gold production. 
 
• The requirement for the managing director and finance director to certify the integrity of the financial 

statements and the effectiveness of the risk management and internal control systems. 
 
• Reporting by senior executives to the board on a regular basis on material business risks including 

such matters as: 
 

- occupational health and safety; 
 

- environmental and rehabilitation; 
 

- mine operational parameters including the monitoring and independent audit of ground conditions; 
 

- cash investment criteria and cash flow management; and 
 

- relevant internal control systems and the effectiveness of these. 
 
Management have reported on relevant matters to the board on a monthly basis during the financial year. 
 
The board has received written assurance from the chief executive officer and chief financial officer that 
the declaration provided by them in accordance with section 295A of the Corporations Act is founded on a 
sound system of risk management and control and that the system is operating effectively in relation to 
financial reporting risks. 
 
Committees of the Board 
 
The board has four committees, established to consider issues and strategies, in order to make 
recommendations to and guide the board. Recommendations from these committees are submitted for 
consideration to the board at the earliest opportunity. Sub-committees are also established as the need 
arises. 
 
Members of the committees comprise the non executive directors with, Mr J Gaskell chairing the audit, 
remuneration and occupational health and safety committees and Mr P C Joseph chairing the nomination 
committee. Details of the number of committee meetings held during the year and the directors who 
attended each meeting are shown in the Directors’ Report. 
 
The managing director and chief financial officer also regularly attend the audit committee meetings by 
invitation and the committee also confers with the external auditors at each meeting. 
 
Committees that have been established are: 
 
Audit Committee 
 
By virtue of their qualifications and commercial experience the board consider that members of the audit 
committee are appropriately qualified to hold these positions. The audit committee has the following 
responsibilities as per the established charter. 
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Charter 
 

• Assist the board of directors in fulfilling its corporate governance responsibilities by ensuring 
compliance with accounting and financial reporting obligations, reviewing and monitoring internal 
financial controls, risk management activities and external audit functions and reviewing the ongoing 
independence of the auditors. 

 

• Responsible for the selection and appointment of external auditors and ensuring the rotation of the 
audit partner at least every five years. 

 

• The committee shall be members of, and be appointed by, the board of directors and shall comprise at 
least three directors that have diverse, complementary backgrounds, and are independent of 
management of the company. 

 

• The committee chair shall have some relevant commercial experience with a business background 
and the committee members shall be financially literate, with at least one member having reasonable 
financial management expertise and qualifications. 

 

• The committee shall meet at least twice each year before completion and release to the market of the 
half yearly and annual financial statements. The external auditors and managing director and chief 
financial officer shall be in attendance at each of these meetings. In addition if appropriate, the 
committee shall meet in private as and when required to assess other matters that may arise including 
management’s effectiveness. 

 

• No non-audit work is carried out by the auditor. 
 
Remuneration Committee 
 
Reviews the remuneration of directors, executives and employees and assesses remuneration matters in 
general including the issue of options to employees under the Dominion Mining Limited employee share 
option plan and implementation and evaluation of the equity-based plan, including performance hurdles 
introduced for the managing director. 
 
Occupational Health and Safety Committee 
 
Ensures appropriate policies and procedures are in place for work place health and safety including 
adequate training programs and reviews the effectiveness of these. 
 
Nomination Committee 
 
Formulates policy and criteria for assessment of candidates to the board and identifies potential 
candidates. 
 
Shareholder Communication and the Rights of Shareholders 
 
The company is aware of the importance of keeping the market fully informed and of its continuous 
disclosure obligations of all material matters. Key information and communication including quarterly and 
annual reports, press releases and broker reports are placed on the company website immediately after 
release. The company’s continuous disclosure policy is available on the company website. 
 
The company secretary has the ultimate responsibility in ensuring the timely release of all material 
matters and statutory information to the market. The chairman and managing director approve releases to 
the market relevant to the company’s business and activities. 
 
In addition the company’s auditors attend the annual general meeting and are available to answer 
questions by shareholders on matters concerning the financial statements, the audit process and the 
content of the audit report. 
 
Directors Independence 
 
The test of independence of a director, as recommended by the ASX Guidelines, is that they should not 
be a substantial shareholder of the company, should not be a member of management and should be 
free of any business or other relationship that could materially interfere with, or could reasonably be 
perceived to materially interfere with, the exercise of the directors unfettered and independent judgement. 
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Not with standing Mr Joseph’s shareholding in the company the board considers it is appropriate for Mr 
Joseph to hold the position of chairman having regard to his overall commercial experience, his 
knowledge of the mining and resources industry and other than his shareholding and status of non 
executive director he has no other relationship or business dealings with the company. 
 
Mr Alexander was employed as an executive by the company within the last three years (resigned as an 
executive 31 January 2008), however the board considers it is appropriate for Mr Alexander to hold the 
position of non executive director having regard to his technical experience, knowledge of the mining and 
resources industry and has no material contractual relationship with the company other than as a non 
executive director. 
 
By open and transparent discussion at board meetings, with directors encouraged to have independent 
views and judgement and with a mixture of skills and experience the board believes it is of an effective 
composition, size and commitment to adequately discharge its responsibilities and duties. 
 
At the date of this report the Board includes three non-executive directors. 
 
 Non-Executive Independent 
P Joseph Yes No 
J Shellabear No No 
R Coyle No No 
J Gaskell Yes Yes 
P Alexander Yes No 
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The table below contains each of the ASX Best Practice Recommendations. A tick (√) in the “Complied” 
column indicates the company has complied with the recommendation during the reporting period. 
 
  Complied 
1.1 Establish the functions reserved to the board and those delegated to senior executives and 

disclose those functions. √
1.2 Disclose the process for evaluating the performance of senior executives. √ 
1.3 Provide the information indicated in the guide to reporting on principle 1. √
2.1 A majority of the board should be independent directors.  
2.2 The chair should be an independent director.  
2.3 The roles of chair and chief executive officer should not be exercised by the same 

individual. √
2.4 The board should establish a nomination committee. √ 
2.5 Disclose the process for evaluating performance of the board, its committees and individual 

directors. √
2.6 Provide the information indicated in the guide to reporting on principle 2. √
3.1 Establish a code of conduct and disclose details of the code as to: √
  The practices necessary to maintain confidence in the company’s integrity. √
  The practices necessary to take into account their legal obligations and the reasonable 

expectations of their stakeholders. √ 
  The responsibility and accountability of individuals for reporting and investigating reports 

of unethical practices. √
3.2 Establish and disclose a policy concerning trading in company securities by directors, 

executives and employees. √
3.3 Provide the information indicated in the guide to reporting on principle 3. √
4.1 The board should establish an audit committee. √ 
4.2 The audit committee should be structured so that it: √
  Consists only of non-executive directors.  
  Consists of a majority of independent directors.  
  Is chaired by an independent chair who is not chair of the board. √
  Has at least three members. √
4.3 The audit committee should have an independent charter. √ 
4.4 Provide the information indicated in the guide to reporting on principle 4. √
5.1 Establish written policies designed and disclosed to ensure compliance with ASX listing 

rules and ensure accountability of senior executives for that compliance. √
5.2 Provide the information indicated in the guide to reporting on principle 5. √
6.1 Design and disclose a communications policy for promoting effective communication with 

shareholders and encouraging their participation at general meetings. √ 
6.2 Provide the information indicated in the guide to reporting on principle 6. √
7.1 Establish and disclose policies for the oversight and management of material business 

risks. √
7.2 Provide a statement that the board has required management to design and implement a 

risk management and internal control system to manage the company’s material business 
risks and to report to it on whether those risks are being managed effectively and that 
management has provided such a report to the board during the reporting period. √

7.3 The board should disclose whether it has received assurance from the managing director 
and the finance director that the declaration provided in accordance with Section 295A of 
the Corporations Act is founded on a sound system of risk management and internal control 
and that the system is operating effectively in all material respects in relation to financial 
reporting risks. √

7.4 Provide the information indicated in the guide to reporting on principle 7. √
8.1 The board should establish a remuneration committee. √
8.2 Clearly distinguish the structure of non-executive directors’ remuneration from that of 

executive directors and senior executives. √ 
8.3 Provide the information indicated in the guide to reporting on principle 8. √
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